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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of tbe problem.--The purpose of this study is 
to determine the extent to which the Acton High School, through 
its curriculum and guidance services, is meeting the needs of 
its graduates. 
Analysis of the problem. --In order to determine the ad-
- justment of Acton High School graduates, the author explored 
four areas, namely: 
1. Present location, marital status, occupational 
status. 
2. Vocational planning. 
3. Employment information. 
4. Educational informat ion. 
Within these areas the answers t o the following questions were 
deemed to be of importance: 
1. To what extent have graduates continued with voca-
tional plans made while in high school? 
2. Of how much assistance were the school personnel in 
vocational planning? · 
3. To what extent should guidance services be provided? 
4. What is the present occupational status of the 
graduates? 
5. Where was the training for present full-time jobs 
obtained? 
6. To what extent have graduates been successful in 
finding the kinds of jobs~=! __ ~ _wh_ i_c_· - ~ - the! __ ._ ha!_e -~~e __ n__  
-trained? -- - -
1 
2 
7. To what types of schools have gradu ates - gone after 
leaving Acton High School? 
8. Was the curriculum followed in high school the best 
one in the light of later experiences? 
9. What seems to be the relative value of the various 
subjects offered by the school? 
10. ~lhat subjects not pr esently offered by the school 
should be added to t he curriculum? 
11. In what ways can Ac t on High School be of greater 
service to students now in school? 
Importance of the problem and reason for the study.--
Acton High School has been a sma ll rural school, the number of 
students in its graduating class es of recent years ranging from 
thirty to forty. A feeling of informality and friendliness has 
pervaded the atmosphere and graduates have returned periodically 
to talk with faculty members of their experiences or to seek 
further assistance. However, a rather high teacher-turnover rate 
until recently resulted in the graduates' finding only a few 
familiar faces. No written records of interviews with graduates 
were kept, and no formal follow-up study has been conducted. 
In November, 1952 the local school committee raised two 
important questions. In substance these may be stated as 
follows: 
1. Considering the rapid growth of the student body, 
should the Guidance Director, appointed on a part-
time basis the previous September, be allowed to de-
vote full time to guidance services within the next 
year or two? 
2. In view of the fact that a new school will be built 
within the next five years, how can we obtain valid 
evidence that Acton High School has been meeting the 
needs of its students or that certain curricular 
changes should be made either at the time of new 
school construction or during the interim? 
-- --=- ·:,.....__--
3 
Mr. Warren Benson, Supervtsorc of Guidance and Plac ement 
for the Massachusetts Department of Education, had been invited 
to attend that school committee meeting. He indicated that the 
answers to both questions might be obtained by a long-range 
follow-up study of graduates and drop-outs. Following his sug-
gestion, the Acton School Committee directed the author to begin 
the study. 
Description of the town and its schools.--Acton, with an 
area of 20.31 square miles, is l ocated about twenty miles north-
west of Boston. In the past it was primarily an agricultural 
community, situated as it is in the Nashoba apple-raising dis-
trict. During the past five to ten years rapid changes have 
been taking place. Crowded city conditions and a new highway 
have brought new home owners seeking a residential town, and at 
the same time two new industries of a technological nature have 
been constructed and are employing an increasingly large percen-
tage of the townspeople. The growth in population may be readily 
seen. As stated by the Town Clerk, there were 2701 residents in 
1940; in 1950 the number was 3510; and the present figure is 
approximately 4000. 
With these changes in the town and population has come 
a change in outlook. Acton is rich in historical background and 
r i ghtly proud or its heritage. The outsider may at times have 
felt that it was too content to contemplatE:} its past. Now, how-
ever, the people seem ready for serious consideration and appli-
cation of forward looking programs. Evidence of this fact lies 
in the creation a year ago of a planning board and the resulting 
..:::: --=-- ~ -- -
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adoption on December 16 ; 1953 of protective zoning by-laws~-~ an 
answer to some of the problems raised by the growth of the 
community. 
One of the greatest problems now faced by the town is 
the steadily increasing school population. During the years 
1951-1953, improvised classrooms in a firehouse, a church, and 
an apartment building were utilized for elementary school chil-
dren. In September, 1953 a new eight-room primary school was 
opened and filled to capacity wi th the students of the first two 
grades. In the 1953 town report , the Superintendent of Schools 
recommends the addition of four rooms to the building.l Three 
antiquated village .schools are being used also and the Acton 
School Committee has expressed the desire to dispense with these 
as soon as possible. 
Similar overcrowded conditions exist on the junior-senior 
high school level. The present high school building, established 
in 1926 and designed for the use of about 150 students, is being 
operated this year on a two-session basis. One hundred thirty-
six seventh and eighth graders attend school from 8:00 A.M. to 
12:00, and 164 senior high school students meet from 12:30 P.M. 
to 4:30 P.M. The Superintendent states that "the two-shift 
plan should take care of the 330 students who will be in the 
junior-senior high classes in September, 1954 but w~ll not pro-
vide space for the four hundred enrollment anticipated in 
ii 
;I 
5 
I September, 1955.-n2 ~ :1 
To meet the high school problem, citizens of Acton voted! 
,
1 
in March, 1953 to join with the neighboring town of Li tt let on inj 
I the planning of a regional school. The Nagog Regional School 11 
,, 
District Committee was organized on April 3, 1953 and since that 1 
;i time architects have been ~ngaged to develop plans and 
lcational advisers have been appointed to study matters 
two edu- I 
of cur-
1riculum organization. Before t he end of the present school year ' 
' 
it is expected that citizens of both towns will be asked to vote ll 
'upon the necessary appropriation of funds for construction. As 
1 
stated in the 1953 town report, 11 
I' the committee proposes to construct and equip a completely J 
1,. modern and efficient school plant providing a comprehensive 
1
1 
curriculum which will include college-preparatory, commer- · 
1 cial and general courses as well as provision for Vocational !! 
I
I Education in the areas of Agriculture, Metal Working and 11 
Automobile, Woodworking, and Homemaking~ In addition speciall 
purpose facilities for Art, Music, Dramatics, and Sports 
will be provided.3 
Scope of the study as originally planned.--It was at 
first the intention of the author to include in this study the 
·members of the classes 1948, 1949 , 1950, 1951, and 1952---both 
,. 
graduates and drop-outs. 
I 
,I 
,, 
Preliminary action. --It was felt that it might be bene- 1! 
1
ficial to enlist the aid of a student group, thereby preparing 
:'some students still in school f'or f'uture f'ollow-up studi.es. 
'About the middle of May, 1953 the purpose and potential results 
,of the survey were described to members of the senior college-
2~ .. , p. 14. 
3rbid., pp. 201-202. 
il ~ 
!i 
- ! . 
- ~ - -
I 
6 
- -preparatory English class. They were enthusiastic about under-
taking the project. The questionnaire form with some free-
response items was chosen as the instrument to be used. It 
would be a standardized method of measuring the over-all effects
1 I 
of the school program. A larger sampling could be obtained than il 
.would be possible by an individual approach. The questionnaire il 
!,would be easy to fill out and would not be too time consuming 1 
lfor either the respondents or the senders. Results could be 
il 
II 
easily tabulated. 
Preparation of the mailing list and development of the 
instrument.--The class was divided into committees, with the 
,1following tasks: 
1. Compilation of a list of all graduates and drop-outs 
of the classes 1948- 1952 inclusive. 
2. Checking by telephone or via friends and relatives 
in school of the present addresses of members of the !! 
survey group. 
3. Study and evaluation of questionnaires used by six 
neighboring communities in similar surveys and 
development of a suitable form. 
4. 
I 
Composition of a personalized letter of explanation 11 
to be mailed with the questionnaire. 
,! 
II 
Upon completion of the committee work, the instrument 
was studied and discussed by all members of the class with the 
1
;author in an attempt to free it of ambiguous questions or ques- I' 
II 
I ,tions which might not be easily tabula ted_. 
I 
Similarly, the 
111etter was evaluated---the criterion being that it should assure IJ 
a friendly reception of the questionnaire. 
Preparation and timing of the survey.--Class members 
then typed and mimeographed the questionnaire and the letter, 
l 
!I !1 
7 l 
--- . - - ~~ = "' = ·I ·- -
.addressed and stamped envelopes, and prepared stamped, school- - ~~ 
~: addressed envelopes to be enclosed for return of the inquiry j 
il forms. On May 2B the questionnaires were mailed. Timing of the II 
survey was poor. School was about to close for the summer vaca- '1 
·tion and the students who had helped to initiate the project II 
were to graduate. Early in the school year has been found to be II 
the best time for receiving repl ies to questionnaires. On June i! 
24 the author mailed a follow-up letter to those members of the 
•' !group who had failed to respond. On August 6 a second letter 
was mailed. The result at the end of August was a total of 
fifty per cent response, not considered sufficient to represent 
,an adequate sampling. 
II 
I' Enlargement of the survey group.--After the opening of 
:school in September, it was decided to include in the survey 
'group the graduates of the Glass of 1953, some of whom had been 
;I 
oriented to the idea of follow-up through their assistance in 
the preparation and initiation of the study. Copies of the 
. 
,original questionnaire, together with a new letter, were mailed 
1 to them on September 22. 
Renewed efforts to secure response.--The aid of the 
I' tl 
II 
il 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
!!present senior class was enlisted to contact again non-respond- !I 
I 
'·ents of ~11 classes, and this proved to be opportune, for these 
students were ready to begin the canvass of all town residents 
I 
I 
1
for the annual compilation of the school census. The study was I 
I 
1: 
,described, instructions concerning proper interview techniques 
.were given, and additional questionnaires with the names and 
addresses of non-respondents were distributed to volunteers. 
-- - ---=- --=- = 
8 I 
I 
Their efforts to deliver personally the questionnaires, call for lj 
them, and return them to the school resulted in the final total ; 
'! response from 166 graduates and 12 drop-outs. 
Scope of the study revis ed.--After the inclusion of the 
members of the Class of 1953, the total number of students to 
,; whom inquiry forms were sent was 240. Table 1 shows the group 
I 
arranged by sex and graduation status. 
TABlE 1 
NUMBER OF FORMER STUDENTS ARRANGED BY 
SEX AND GRADUATION STATUS 
Status Boys Girls Total 
Graduates • • • 88 118 206 
Drop-outs ••• 18 16 34 
Total ••••• 106 134 240 
11As shown in Table 2, the number of drop-outs was small, total-
,,, 
!I 
II 
!l 1ling only 34, and only 12, or less than one-third of that nurnber,
1 
l1responded to the inquiry. It was felt that this group was not 'I 
I, 
large enough to be representative by itself and that if these J 
II 
'responses were combined with those of the graduates, the re-
,sulting picture would be distorted. Consequently, t he responses 
of drop-outs were discarded and the study will be concerned only 
.w.ith the present adjustment of the graduates of the Classes 1948,i 
1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, and 1953. 
Limitations imposed by the procedure used.--Authorities 
generally agree that the questionnaire method has certain real 
limitations. Unless 100 per cent response is obtained, a true 
9 
-==.,__;: -=-
cross-section sampling may not be received. Various reasons 
account for the usual failure to attain the 100 per cent figure. ~ 
'Procrastination is in part responsible. In addition, certain 
·groups have been found to respond more slowly or not at all. 
These include: (1) boys in general (2) low-ranking students 
I. I 
I (3} those unacquainted with the sender (4) unskilled workers ., 
1 (5) the unemployed (6} those who are least satisfied with their ,, 
'I I present status. Some of these non-respondents might have sup-
plied information significantly different from that collected. 
:j 
II ,, 
I 
1 Furthermore, the answers of those who do respond must be expected! 
to represent some personal bias. 
! 
Reactions expressed in free-
I \ 
11
response . items may tend to be too favorable toward the school. 
I 
TABLE 2 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RETURNS OF ALL FORMER STUDENTS 
ACCORDING TO GRADUATION STATUS 
Forms Sent Forms Completed Percentage of Returns 
' Graduates 206 166 80.5 
' 
I Drop-outs 34 12 35.3 
Total 240 178 74.1 
A further limitation must be considered with respect to 
this survey due to the poor timing. Some changes in marital 
status, occupational status, and location may have taken place 
since the receipt of the early replies. However, it is felt 
that the statements of the graduates relative to the most im-
:portant questions sought, namely those concerned with improve-
"ment of the curriculum and guidance services, would remain 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
I! 
10 
;/fairly constant. 
-. 
Review of related literature.--A survey of the litera-
ture reveals general agreement on the part of authorities with 
irespect to the place of follow-up studies in the school guidance 11 
program, the methods of carrying out such studies, the facts 
which may be shown by them, and the values of these facts to 
'students, school-leavers, guidance and other school personnel. 
I 
I 
ll 
I! 
. The term n guidance" usually refers to certain systematic ~~~ 
'!services designed to give intelligent attention and aid to indi-
: I 
llvidual students in solving their problems---personal, social, 
educational, and vocational---and in making adjustments to life 
I' 
1situations which they must meet. Guidance services supplement 
II 
!· the efforts of staff members to meet the needs of students in 
:groups. The total school program, including supplementary ser-
1 
1vices, has a single purpose, namely to strive, along with the 
II 
l'home and community, to develop healthy, happy, responsible citi- jl 
~ zens who will take their places in a modern democratic society. il 
I 'I 
i Follow-up is a natural function of most school personnel.~ 
;;It may take the form of an incidental check on the progress of 
ila student after special help has been given, or it may be, as it 1 
,~ is more frequently considered, the formal evaluation study 
lj 
carried on under the aegis of the guidance department. This 
1/ . 
_study is concerned with former students as they report their 
II 
II 
own II 
a il 
I 
'adjustment or present needs and as they are a reflection of 
'
1
s imilar population still in school. Lefever, Turrell, and 
Weitzel state that 11 all guidance workers should be willing to 
undertake simple research designed to give at least a partial 
==--= =-.- -=o---=--
II 
r -=-----
' 
11 I 
answer to the question, 'Are we on the right - track • ?11 4- The =- ij--
follow-up study is an outgrowth of the realization of educators 
that they must go beyond the four walls of the school building 
in their search for this partial answer. Brewster and Zeran 
make the following comparison: lj 
The success of the farmer is determined by the extent to l 
which he studies and solves those problems peculiar to his 
own farm, and then adapts its uses to the requirements of' 11 
his community. A crop failure, or the production of an un- I 
marketable crop, presents a challenge to the farmer. 
A school may determine i ts success also by examining its 
product. The school may ascertain the cause of its 11 crop ;; 
failures 11 and ~unmarketable crops 11 by evaluating its currie - II 
ulum, instructional service , and guidance practices in the 'I 
light of findings revealed by the records of school leavers, 1 
and make necessary changes and modifications.5 
I 
.cooperation in carrying out a follow-up study may be sought from 
administrators, faculty members , and students but the leadership ,, 
I 
usually comes from guidance personnel who have the records of I! 
·former students and whose attent ion is being focused continually , 
'upon individual needs and the ways of meeting them through the 11 
school program. Jj 
The pattern of school follow-up studies is fairly well 11 
·I 
established. The instrument most commonly used is the question- 11 
naire, sometimes supplemented by telephone contacts or personal 
I 
!interviews. Although standard questionnaire forms have been 
·published, a more satis~actory basis for the survey is a form 
4n. W. Lefever, A. M. Turrell, and H. I. Weitzel, 
Principles and Techniques of Guidance, (New York: Ronald Press, 
.1950), p. 519. 
I 
5Royce E. Brewster and Franklin R. Zeran, Techniques of I' 
Follow-U Stud of School Leavers. Educational Bulletin 17, 
Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1947), p. 1. 
II 
I 'I II ,I , I 
·l 
own PUr-i~ 
is the 'I 
I! 
12 
...:- _;-_I 
organized by the individual school and adapted to its 
poses. Traxler states that 11 the ideal follow-up plan 
continuous survey conducted as an integral part of a school's 
'' counseling program. tt6 This plan seeks to reach the members of 
I 
each class at regular intervals for a five year period after the ·1 
class has been graduated. 
The follow-up study is an objective approach which re-
II 
il 
q 
II 
rlveals important information. The successful transition from the II 
controlled atmosphere of life in school to the comparative free- ! 
:
1
dom, but at the same time added individual responsibility of II 
l' life in adult society, is often assumed. The direct responses 11 
,of former students help school people to recognize the problems 11 
consequent upon leaving school to enter occupations, to under-
li 
take further education, or to shoulder home responsibilities. 
II 
I! 
'·According to Lefever, Turrell, and Weitzel, 
the direct responsibility of the public schools for 
planning and supporting an adequate and efficient guidance 
service should not be shifted to other agencies. An educa-
tional program can never approach its full effectiveness un- 1 
less it has been carefully designed to continue through t~e 
transition years into the vi tal period called adult life. 
The practical values of follow-up studies may be listed 
1 
as follows: I' 
1. Some school leavers may indicate the need of further 1
1 assistance in placement or adjustment. To them the . 
school guidance department, thus notified, owes the 11 
continuation of its services. 
2. For students still in school, many of whom will 
6A. E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance, (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1945), p. 321. 
7Lefever, Turrell, and Weitzel, Op. cit., p. 470. 
3. 
4. 
13 
-
enter jobs in their own community, the continuous 
follow-up study may supply important information 
concerning local and regional employment opportu-
nities and trends. The counselor needs this source 11 
to supplement his information which is so often on a 
national basis. Educational information in the form ' 
of reports of successes and failures at colleges and 
1
i 
specialized schools will be provided also. ·· 
Guidance is a continuous process and guidance per-
sonnel must have a continuous means of evaluating 
the counseling progr am. The follow-up study serves 
in this capacity. 
il. 
Teachers, guidance personnel, and administrators 
must cooperate in an effort to keep pace with the 
actual needs of the student and the community, for 
the school curriculum must be revised or modified 
frequently and the basis for revision or modifica-
tion should be thes e needs. They will be expressed 
partly through the medium of the follow-up study. 
,I 
r 
I 
----=-- .:- ·r 
I 
.=--- - -=-~---=! 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE FINDINGS-1 
Needs for Guidance 
Introduction.--The author, with the aid of a student 
assistant, has tabulated the replies of the graduates and it will 
be the aim in this chapter and the two succeeding chapters to 
present the findings. One objective of the present study was to 
discover the need for organized guidance services in the Acton 
High School. It was thought that this could be accomplished in 
part by an analysis of the sources of help utilized by the 
graduates in making their vocational plans, the extent to which 
high school personnel had been instrumental in providing assis-
tance, and the statements of the graduates themselves relative 
to the amount of help students should be given in solving their 
educational, vocational, social , and personal problems. 
Identification of the survey group.--Table 3 shows the 
number and percentage of returns from graduates. Two hundred 
six questionnaires were mailed---88 to boys, 118 to girls. Of 
these, 65 boys, or 73.8 per cent, and 101 girls, or 85.5 per 
cent, responded. The total of 166 responses---80.5 per cent---
seems to be indicative of generally high interest in the school 
and a willingness to cooperate with the recently established 
Guidance Department. It is noteworthy that the response from 
the Class of 1952 was the_ h~ghes~ ~ the girls ~nswe~ing 100 per 
14 
15 
cent. Perhaps this may be due ln part to the f a ct=th at the 
author acted as Class Adviser for this group during its last 
three years of high school. As in other small schools this 
position entailed the sponsorship of many activities, some in 
the nature of money-raising campaigns which culminated in a 
class trip to Washington, D. C. Strong feelings of loyalty and 
support were natural outcomes. 
Class 
1948 •• 
1949 •• 
1950 •• 
1951 •• 
1952 •• 
1953 •• 
Totals 
TABLE 3 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RETURNS FROM GRADUATES 
ARRANGED BY SEX AND YEAR OF GRADUATION 
Forms Sent Forms Returned Percentage 
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 
22 20 42 12 15 27 54.5 75.0 64.2 
12 16 28 8 12 20 66.6 75.0 71.4 
14 18 32 10 16 26 71.4 88.8 81.2 
15 22 37 12 18 30 80.0 81.8 81.0 
9 20 29 8 20 28 88.8 100. 96.5 
16 22 38 15 20 35 93.7 90.9 92.1 
88 118 206 65 101 166 73.8 85.5 80.5 
The response from the Class of 1953---92.1 per cent---
was not far behind. The fact that about half the members of 
this group cooperated in initiating the follow-up survey may be 
significant, since every member of the college-preparatory 
English class returned his questionnaire. Student participation 
in future surveys is indicated. 
Locations of the graduates.--The present locatiomof the 
graduates may be considered important, for it can be used as a 
guide to the number of Acton High School students who annually 
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become part -of - the labor - marke_t_ wi thfn the t own- or i n -ne i ghboring=---=-,-=---=--
communities. The residential addresses recorded by the respon-
dents were studied and were divided into the following categpries: 
1. Acton 
2. City or town within thirty mile radius of Acton 
3. Out of state 
4. Armed services 
No person in the group was found to be living beyond the 30 mile 
radius limit in Massachusetts, so there was no need of a fifth 
category. 
Table 4 shows the distribution of graduates in the 
several locations. 
Class 
1948 •• 
1949 •• 
1950 •• 
1951 •• 
1952 •• 
1953 •• 
Totals 
TABLE 4 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES IN THE SEVERAL 
LOCATIONS, ARRANGED BY YEAR OF GRADUATION 
Acton Nearby City or Town Out of State Armed 
No. % No. % No. % No. 
14 51.9 7 25.9 1 3.7 5 
12 60.0 4 20.0 1 5.0 3 
9 34.6 9 34.6 1 3.9 7 I 
12 40.0 7 23.3 1 3.3 10 I 
14 50.0 10 35.7 0 0.0 4 
26 74.3 6 17.1 3 8.5 0 
87 52.4 43 25.9 7 4.2 29 
Services 
% 
18.5 
15.0 
26.9 
33.3 
14.3 
0.0 
17.4 
Of the graduates 78.3 per cent are pres~ntly residing 
either in Acton or in a nearby city or town. The picture may be 
somewhat distorted by the fact that home addresses were recorded 
for students enrolled in various colleges. Some of these persons 
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may be expected to take- up -r esidenc e -eTs'ewhere upon-=-c=ompletlon 
of their studies. This group, however, may be balanced by the 
one now in the Armed Services, some of whose members probably 
will return to live in Acton. There are no significant differ-
ences among the 6 classes studied, with the exception of the 
Class of 1953, 74.3 per cent of whom are in Acton and 17.1 per 
cent in nearby communities. The reason apparently is that none 
of the members of this class has yet been called to serve in the 
Armed Forces. 
Of importance to the Guidance Department is the indica-
tion that in all likelihood present Acton High School students 
will follow a similar pattern---the majority choosing to reside 
in or near their home town. This is a typical pattern as borne 
out by research reported in other geographical areas. To Acton 
school authorities it means that local occupational information, 
carefully collected by means of a community survey, should be 
acquired and made available to the students. 
Occupational status of the graduates.--Table 5 reveals 
the occupational status of the graduates. 
Sixty-six, or 39.8 per cent of the group, report that 
they are engaged in full-time jobs. The figure is somewhat 
lower than might be expected, but it is accounted for by the 
figure of 43.1 per cent for the boys serving in the Armed Forc·es. 
Of the total group 26.6 per cent are furthering their education, 
and 23.7 per cent of the girls are housewives, some of them em-
ployed on a part-time basis. 
The general picture is a healthy one as shown by the 
fact that on~y_ 3_people r-'-epo!'t t_!lat _th~Y-~..re _curre_~~ly __ _ 
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unemployed. Of these, tne- 1 girl states- that~she must -devote 
herself to the care of an invali d mother. The 2 boys, 1 of the 
Class of 1949 and 1 of the Class of 1950, are seeking employ-
ment. The latter has just compl eted his military service. 
TABLE 5 
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF THE GRADUATES ARRANGED BY SEX 
Status Boys Girls Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Employed full time ••• 16 24.6 50 49.6 66 39.8 
Unemployed ••••••••••• 2 3.1 1 1.0 3 1.8 
Student ••.••••••••••• 19 29.2 25 24.7 44 26.6 
Armed Forces ••••••••• 28 43.1 1 1.0 29 17.4 
Housewife •••••••••••• 0 0.0 24 23.7 24 14.4 
Sources of help sought.--Table 6 discloses the sources 
of help sought by youth in making their vocational plans. 
TABLE 6 
. 
SOURCES OF HELP IN MAKING CHOICE OF OCCUPATION, 
ARRANGED BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES 
Sources of Help 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 
Parents ...•........• 15 8 14 14 13 16 
High school teachers 4 4 8 13 11 12 
Other . .............. 6 3 10 10 6 9 
Friend . ............. 5 5 4 5 4 5 
Relatives other than 
parents •••••••••••• 1 2 1 6 4 5 
High school principal 0 0 2 2 4 3 
Total 
80 
52 
44 
28 
19 
11 
Parents, as would seem natural, top the list. High 
school teachers place second, proving the fact that at least 
incidental guidance has been offered by the school and that 
student s have accepted it. Despite the establishment of a 
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guidance- department' :faculty members will continue t o serve--an ~- -~ 
important guidance function through their understanding of the 
individual needs of students, and they should be encouraged by 
an in-service training program to realize the importance of the 
assistance which they can give. The category listed by the 
respondents as third in importance as a source of help was a 
11 catch-all 11 labeled "Othertt. Its importance was not anticipated, 
but the graduates were asked to specify, and a study of their 
statements reveals that under this heading they cited some of 
the following sources of assistance: Armed Services personnel, 
college deans and advisers, doctors and nurses, local home 
demonstration agent, and high school superintendent. Twenty-two 
respondents stated that they received no help in planning, but 
it is probably safe to say that these people were influenced to 
some extent by home and school. 
At first sight it would appear strange that the high 
school principal was named most infrequently as a source of 
assistance. However, until 1953 one man served in a dual capa-
city as Acton Superintendent of Schools and Acton High School 
Principal. This position was vacated in 1948 and filled by a 
new man. It is not surprising with his efforts necessarily di-
vided among several schools and a variety of administrative 
duties that this man did not serve, at least in the opinion of 
the graduates, an important guidance function. 
Table 7 shows the varying amounts of help which the 
graduates state that they received from school personnel in 
making vocational choices. 
I 
,, 
TABLE 7 
AMOUNT OF :HELP RECEIVED FROM SCHOOL PERSONNEL IN MAKING 
CHOICE OF OCCUPATION, ARRANGED BY. YEAR OF GRADUATION 
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 
II % % No. % % % % " No. No. No. No. No. I· 
I.N one . ............ 3 12.0 6 31.5 2 8.6 1 3.7 1 3.7 4 11.8 
:IVery little •••••• 5 20.0 1 5.3 2 8.6 5 18.5 2 7.5 1 2.9 
~ some ••••••••••••• 11 44.0 11 57.9 16 69.8 15 55.5 17 62.9 18 52.9 
,Extremely helpful 6 24.0 1 5.3 3 13.0 6 22.3 7 25.9 11 32.4 
Total 
No. % 
17 11.0 
16 10.3 
88 56.7 
34 22.0 
ro 
0 
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Amount of help received fr om school personnel.--Eleven 
of the respondents failed to answer the question concerning the 
amount of help received from high school teachers and principal. 
Of the remaining 155, 17, or 11 per cent, recorded their feeling 
that they had received no help in vocational planning. Four of 
these belonged to the Class of 1953 and therefore were in school 
when organized guidance services, although limited, were avail-
able to all students. Perhaps these people sought no help. Yet 
they may have been the ones who needed it most. It is clearly 
the duty of school personnel, particularly in the Guidance De-
partment, to offer services to ~11 students. Probably there 
will always be some students who will not accept them. 
Sixteen additional graduates felt that they had received 
very little help. It is encouraging to note that of these only 
1 was a member of the Class of 1953. Fifty-six and seven-tenths 
per cent of the respondents reported some help, and 22.0 per 
·cent found the teachers or principal extremely helpful. The 
school, then, may be said to have served three-fourths of its 
graduates adequately from the point of view of assistance in 
vocational planning. The remaining quarter deserved greater 
attention. 
Extent of guidance services needed.--Table 8 shows the 
opinions of the respondents concerning the extent to which Acton 
High School should provide guidance services. 
The 2 final categories, labeled nMuch 11 and nvery Much", 
should have been combined in the questionnaire for the sake of 
simplicity, since it is impossible to differentiate quantitatively 
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one instead of the other. The result of the question, however, 
is clear. Of the 158 graduates who answered it, all except 2 
felt that some guidance should be provided for high school stu-
dents. Seventy-two and eight tenths per cent showed that they 
held no reservations whatever in stating that guidance services 
should be available. 
TABLE 8 
EXTENT TO WHICH GRADUATES FEEL GUIDANCE 
SERVICES SHOULD BE PROVIDED 
None ........•• 
Very little ••• 
Some •••••••••• 
Much •••••••••• 
Very much ••••• 
Number 
2 
0 
41 
36 
79 
Per Cent 
1.3 
.o 
25.9 
22.8 
50.0 
Vocational choices made in school.--In addition to these 
statements of the graduates which were in major part matters of 
opinion and therefore subject to error because of personal bias, 
an attempt was made to explore further the need for guidance 
services. More objective perhaps would be the discovery of how 
realistic were the vocational plans made by the graduates while 
they were in high school. One hundred thirty-seven, or 82.5 per 
cent, named definite occupational choices made in school. These 
are shown in Table 9. 
A disproportionate number of graduates had chosen occupa-
tions on the professional or managerial level. Worthy of note 
also is the fact that only 4 respondents had planned to enter 
agricultural occupations although farming is still a major source 
of income to many of Acton's residents. Only 9 boys and 1 girl 
foresaw employment in skilled jobs, and the semi-skilled and un-
skilled categories were almost completely ignored. Although 
typical, this distribution reveals the unrealistic vocational 
objectives of many high school students and the consequent need 
for guidance services. The choi ces of the graduates of the 
Class of 1953 showed no radical change from those of the other 
classes. Since organized guidance services were being offered 
for the first time in 1953 and t hen only on a limited basis, 
beneficial effects probably coul d not be expected so soon. 
TAB:GE 9 
OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL 
OF GRADUATES ARRANGED BY SEX 
Classification Boys Girls 
No. % No. % 
a---Professional and 
managerial •.•••••••• 25 54.4 43 47.2 
1---Clerical and sales ••• 3 6.5 42 46.2 
2---Service •••••••••••••• 5 10.9 4 4.4 
3---Agriculture, forestry, 
and fishing ••••••••• 4 8.7 0 0.0 
4-5-Skilled •••••••••••••• 9 19.5 1 1.1 
6-7-Semi-skilled ••••••••• 0 o.o 1 1.1 
8-9-Unskilled •••••••••••• 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Total 
No. % 
68 49.6 
45 32.9 
9 6.6 
4 2.9 
10 7.3 
1 .7 
0 0.0 
The graduates responding to this survey have asserted 
the need for guidance services to students. Yet it is paradoxi-
cal to discover that in answer to the question, "Do you think 
you should have had more help in solving your educational, voca-
tional, social, and personal problems?tt, only in the Class of 
1948 did a majority of the graduates state that they themselves 
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should have been given niore guidance. 
-- -- -
Of the total group - 50 re-
plied that they felt the need, 101 felt that enough guidance had 
been given to them, and 15 did not answer the question. 
Present vocational choices.--In contrast to the 137 re-
spondents who had noted occupational choices made during high 
school, only 96 members, or 58.4 per cent of the total group, 
now state that they have made definite choices. Table 10 shows 
these choices. 
TABLE 10 
PRESENT OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES OF GRADUATES ARRANGED BY SEX 
Classification Boys Girls Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
0---Professional and 
managerial •••••••••• 25 62.5 27 48.2 52 54.2 
1---Clerical and sales ••• 1 2.5 26 46.4 27 28.2 
2---Service •••••••••••••• 3 7.5 0 o.o 3 3.1 
3---Agriculture, forestry, 
and fishing •••••.••• 3 7.5 0 o.o 3 3.1 
4-5-Skilled •••••••••••••• 6 15.0 1 1.8 7 7.3 
6-7-Semi-skilled ••••••••• 2 5.0 2 3.6 4 4.1 
8-9-Unskilled •••••••••••• 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 0.0 
Within this limited group the distribution of vocational choices 
is similar to that shown in Table 9. For this group these cho~ 
may be realistic. Of the remaining 41.6 per cent of the re-
spondents, 24 girls, or 14.4 per cent, have indicated that they 
are housewives, and so they would not be expected to have made 
other vocational plans. Twenty-seven and two-tenths per cent of 
the graduates who returned _questionnaires appear to be currently 
undecided about their objectives. The guidance services of other 
educa ti_onal institutions are av_ail~b_le . j:;Q :thos~ of this group _ 
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who are -e-nrolled as students. To the -other a--""Acton =High -Sc hool ---=------=--
still holds some responsibility. It is encouraging to note that 
several returning veterans have sought the assistance of the 
Guidance Department this year and that 6 other respondents to 
this survey have stated that they would like some further help. 
Perhaps the follow-up study itself has served as the initial 
publicity of the availability of guidance services to school-
leavers as well as to students still in school. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE FINDINGS-2 
Employment and Educational Information 
Employment Information 
In analyzing the occupations of graduates presently en-
gaged in full-time employment, the author sought to acquire some 
important local occupational information, of interest to students 
still in school and also to school administrators. It was felt 
that students could gain some knowledge of the types of jobs for 
which they are preparing, and administrators could determine the 
extent to which the present commercial and general curricula of 
the Acton High School are training students for the full-time 
jobs which they will hold after graduation. 
Occupations of employed group.--Tables 11 and 12, showing 
the occupations of members of the employed group, are organized 
for ease of interpretation into 7 major occupational fields ac-
.cording to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. 
Sixty-six or 39.8 per cent of the total group responding 
to the survey, are presently employed in full-time jobs. Of 
these, only 16 are boys; 50 are girls. In normal times more than 
24.6 per cent of the male graduates would probably be employed, 
and the resulting distribution of occupations might be quite 
different. However, the picture obtained in this study, in which 
6 of t he 16 boys employ~d_bel~nged to th~~la~~ ~gf 1~53, 7 more 
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to the Classes of 1948 and 1949, and only 1 each- to the Classes 
of 1950, 1951, and 1952, probably can be considered as typical 
because of the fact that boys graduating from high school today 
must expect to interrupt their careers by a period of duty in 
the Armed Services. The occupations engaged in by the male 
graduates of this study may be used as a gauge by students now 
in school since the prospect of a change in the Selective Ser-
vice Laws in the near future is doubtful. 
TABIE 11 
OCCUPATIONS OF GRADUATES IN FULL-TIME 
EMPLOYMENT, ARRANGED BY SEX 
Classification Boys Girls 
No. % No. % 
0---Professional and 
managerial •••.••.••• 0 0.0 6 12.0 
1---Clerical and sales ••• 1 6.3 36 72.0 
2---Service •••••••••••••• 0 0.0 2 4.0 
3---Agriculture, forestry, 
and fishing ••••••••• 3 18.7 0 0.0 
4-5-Skilled ••.••••••••••• 9 56.2 2 4.0 
6-7-Semi-skilled .•.•••••• 3 18.7 4 8.0 
8-9-Unskilled •••••••••••• 0 0.0 0 o.o 
Total 
No. % 
6 9.1 
37 56.1 
2 3.0 
3 4.5 
11 16.6 
7 . 10.6 
0 0.0 
The largest concentration of employees---all girls with 
the exception of 1 male shipping clerk---is in the clerical and 
sales field. The majority of boys have found skilled and semi-
skilled jobs, possibly because they have sought higher pay and 
have been less conscious of the prestige factor. The skilled 
and semi-skilled fields account for the second highest percentage 
of girls, too---the combined figure being 27.2. Acton's 2 new 
industries have provided some openings for beginning workers. 
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TABLE 12= 
SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS OF EMPLOYED GROUP ACCORDING 
TO DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES 
Occupations Number 
0---Professional and Managerial 
• Home Demonstration Agent....... 1 
Teacher........... . ............ 2 
Nurse • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • . • • 3 
1---Clerical and Sales 
Bookkeeper..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3· 
Cashier....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Clerk, Filing..... . ............ 1 
Clerk, General.... . ............ 7 
Clerk, Payroll.... . ............ 2 
Clerk, Shipping... . ............ 1 
Sales Girl........ . ............ 1 
Secretary ••••••••• • •••••••••••• 14 
Telephone Operator . ............ 2 
Ticket Agent...... . ............ 1 
Typist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
2---Service 
Psychiatric Aid................ 1 
Waitress.......... . ............ 1 
3---Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 
Farmer . .......••.. . .••.••••.•.. 
Fruit and Vegetable Producer ••• 
4-5-Skilled 
Carpenter •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Machinist . ........ . ..........•• 
Mechanic . ......... . ........... . 
Plumber . ......................• 
Radio, T.V. Repairman •••••••••• 
Supervisor •••••••. • ••••••••• i •• 
6-7-Semi-skilled 
Assembler ......... . ........... . 
Coil Winder .. ..... . ........... . 
Copper Sealer ••••• • •••••••••••• 
Extruder Operator • • •••••••••••• 
Ins pee tor • ........ . ............ 
Trans 1 trna.n .•••••.. . ...••••••••• 
8-9-Unskilled 
Total ••••••••• 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
(6) 
(37) 
{2) 
(3) 
(11) 
(7) 
(0) 
(66) 
Few of the employed graduates have chosen service occu-
pat ions. Although only 3 boys state t hat they are currently 
engaged in the field of agricult ure, this number represent s 18 .7 
per cent of the t?mploye_§.=IIlale_ graq_u~.:t e~ ~_nd is equal to the 
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Only 6 of the respondents 
hold professional jobs and these are all girls. The boys pre-
paring for the professions may have been interrupted by service 
duty. Training for these careers takes time and regardless of 
military service interruptions, only the Class of 1948 responden~ 
would have completed college and obtained placement at the time 
the survey was initiated. It is not surprising to note at the 
other end of the scale that no manual jobs are listed. A 
plumber's helper may call himself a plumber, thereby following 
the natural tendency to upgrade himself. 
Of the 6 girls engaged in professional work, 3 are nurses 
who have completed 3 years of training. The other 3 have com-
pleted 4 years of college study. In the clerical field, gradu-
ates have found jobs as secretaries, clerks, typists, book-
keepers, cashiers, and ticket agents. The demand for these 
people is great and apparently the commercial curriculum of the 
Acton High School has provided adequate training for its students. 
Study of the skilled occupations points to the conclusion that 
fundamental training in some of the trades would be desirable. 
Courses in agriculture would also seem to be worthy of consider-
ation by those who are planning the expansion of high school 
facilities. 
Sources of training for present jobs.--As a further means 
of determining the extent to which the school has been responsi-
ble for preparing its graduates for the jobs they now hold, mem-
bers of the employed group were asked to state whether they re-
ceived their training in school, on the job, or elsewhere. If 
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elsewhere~ - they wer e asked to specify. Some of the graduates 
checked more than 1 source of training. Table 13 shows the dis-
tribution. 
TABLE 13 
SOURCES OF TRAINING FOR PRESENT JOBS OF 
GRADUATES ARRANGED BY SEX 
Boys Girls Total 
In school •••• 4 23 27 
On the job ••• 15 33 48 
Elsewhere •••• 1 8 9 
The figures seem to indi cate that for the boys the school 
did no t offer specific training for the majority of jobs held. 
On-the-job training was necessar y. The 1 boy who stated that he 
received his training elsewhere named a vocational school. Since 
all of the jobs named with the exception of 1 are in agriculture, 
skilled, or semi-skilled fields , the picture seems to be a true 
one. The school has not attempt ed to provide a vocational course. 
As previously suggested, such a course would be desirable in the 
proposed new school. 
The girls, the large ma j ority of whom are employed in 
.the clerical field, seemed inclined also to state that they re-
ceived their training on the job, although some checked the 11 In 
school 11 category also. The ques tion may have been somewhat mis-
leading since every specific job must be learned to some extent 
in the particular place of employment after the employee is 
hired. With the possible exception of the 2 girls employed by 
the Telephone Company, however, it is probable that no one in 
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the cferical field part iC fpa~te~d~ in an on:. t b:e2 job tra-f ning- pro-
gram. Most of the girls probably received their training in 
school. However, because of the large number who are entering 
clerical jobs upon graduation, an evaluation of the present 
offerings of the Commercial Department might be advisable. Ex-
pansion might thereby be indicated. The 8 girls who checked the 
11El sewhere 11 category stated tha t they had received their special-
ized training at colleges, hospi tal schools of nursing, or busi-
ness schools. The Acton High School may be said to have given 
them fundamental training sufficient to prepare them to enter 
advanced schools. 
Job satisfaction.--Important to good adjustment is the 
matter of job satisfaction. The employed graduates were not 
asked to answer a direct question in this area, but it was 
thought that if the majority have found the jobs for which they 
were trained this fact might be indirectly an affirmation of job 
satisfaction. 
Table 14 shows the distribution of responses to the 
question, 11 Have you found the kind of job for which you have been 
trained?" 
Three boys and 7 girls failed to answer the question. 
Of those who did reply, 8 boys and 35 girls answered "Yes". A 
total of 43, or 65.1 per cent of the employed group, seem to be 
well adjusted and happy in their present jobs. Five boys and 8 
girls, almost 20 per cent of the group, have not found the kinds 
of jobs for which they were trained. They deserve further assis-
tance in placement and some of the responsibility belongs to the 
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school Guidance Department. No formal placement service bureau 
is operated in the school, but contacts should be made with ex-
isting employers and employment agencies in the area. 
' 
TABLE 14 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYED GROUP 
WHO HAVE FOUND JOB FOR WHICH TREY WERE 
TRAINED,ARRANGED BY SEX 
Boys Girls Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
Yes ••••• 8 50.0 35 70.0 43 65.1 
No •••••• 5 31.3 8 16.0 13 19.7 
Educational Information 
Schools attended by graduates.--The educational institu-
tions in which Acton High School graduates have been enrolled is 
another important source of information for school administrators 
and students. 
As previously stated, 19 boys and 25 girls totalling 44, 
or 26.6 per cent of the survey group, are presently classified as 
full-time students. 
Table 15 reveals that with the exception of the Classes 
of 1951 and 1953 more than 60 per cent of the members of each 
graduating class have attended or are attending some school. 
Perhaps the Acton High School personnel can take some of the 
credit for .encouraging students to realize the value of further 
education. In any case, the graduates seem to be aware of the 
fact that additional schooling can better qualify them for to-
day's jobs . It is interesting to note that more boys than girls 
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have furthered- their -education- :.. - 72 ~ 3 per- cent as against-=-51.4 =-
per cent. However, the fact that 10 boys listed specialized 
schools attended while in the Armed Services accounts for the 
major part of this difference. All of these might not have gone 
on to school had they remained i n civilian life. 
TABLE 15 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES WHO 
HAVE ATTENDED SCHOOL SINCE HIGH SCHOOL, 
ARRANGED BY YEAR OF GRADUATION AND SEX 
Class Boys Girls Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
1948 ••• 10 83.3 7 46.6 17 62.9 
1949 ••• 7 87.5 6 50.0 13 65.0 
1950 ••• 7 70.0 13 81.3 ' 20 76.9 
1951 ••• 7 58.3 9 50.0 16 53.3 
1952 ••• 7 87.5 10 52.6 17 60.7 
1953 ••• 9 60.0 6 30.0 15 42.8 
! 
Total 47 
' 
72.3 52 51.4 98 59.1 
' 
The distribution of schools attended by the graduates is 
shown in Table 16. 
The greatest number of graduates have chosen to further 
their education at four-year, degree-granting colleges, as re-
vealed by the totals of 32 in the category labeled "College" and 
14 in that named "Teachers colleges". Seventeen have gone on to 
business or secretarial schools, while 10 have entered hospital 
schools of nursing. Relatively few have gone to junior colleges 
or to technical schools. Ten of the schools listed under 11 0ther 11 
were specialized schools in the Armed Services. The fact that 9 
-----=~ ---== 
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-
students, or almost 10 per cent of those attending school~ - f elt -
the need of additional work on the high school level perhaps 
merits consideration. It would appear to indicate that these 
s t udents should have had more guidance while in Acton High 
School. The final total of 108 in Table 16 does not agree with 
that of 98 shown in Table 15 as the number of graduates who have 
furthered their education, since some of these people have at-
tended more than one school. 
TABLE 16 
KINDS OF SCHOOffi ATTENDED BY THE GRADUATES 
ARRANGED BY YEAR OF GRADUATION 
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 
College •••••••••.••• 6 5 4 5 4. 
Junior college •••••• 0 1 1 2 1 
Technical school •••• 1 1 0 0 1 
Business school ••••• 1 3 3 0 4 
Teachers college •••• 3 1 3 4 2 
Hospital school of 
nursing •••••••••••• 4 1 2 0 2 
Secretarial ••••••••• 0 1 4 0 0 
Prepar atory school •• 3 0 0 1 1 
Other . •....•.•..•.•• 3 2 4 6 2 
Total ••••• 21 15 21 18 17 
1953 Total 
8 32 
1 6 
0 3 
1 12 
1 14 
1 10 
0 5 
4 9 
0 18 
16 108 
An examination of the specific schools attended by the 
graduates, as given in Table 17, shows a wide variety. 
The majority or graduates have gone to state-endowed 
colleges or schools within commut ing distance of Acton, a fact 
which probably reflects financial necessity as well as choice. 
Gradua t es of the commerc i al curriculum have found their 
places in business and secretarial schools in Boston, and the 
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distribution of college-s' . junior colleges' - and s-chools of 
nursing seems to offer proof that Acton High School's college-
preparatory curriculum is adequate to prepare students to meet 
the most demanding admissions requirements. 
TABLE 17 
SPECIFIC SCHOOLS ATTE NDED BY THE GRADUATES 
ARRANGED BY SEX 
Boys Girls 
Colleges 
Boston University...................... 3 
Harvard College........................ 1 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.. 2 
Northeastern University...... . ......... 2 
Tufts College................ . ......... 1 
Tufts College Medical School........... 1 
University of Houston........ . ......... 1 
University of Maryland....... . ......... 1 
University of Massachusetts.. . ......... 5 
University of New Hampshire.. . ......... 1 
University of Rhode Island............. 1 
Valparaiso University........ . ......... 0 
Wheelock College....................... 0 
Totals (13) 19 
Junior Colleges 
Boston University Junior College....... 1 
Fisher Junior College.................. 0 
Garland Junior College................. 0 
Lasell Junior College.................. 0 
Mount Ida Junior College............... 0 
Totals (5) 1 
Technical Schools 
Franklin Technical Institute........... 2 
Wentworth Institute.. • • • • . . . . • . • • • • . • • • 1 
Totals (2) 3 
Business Schools 
Bentley School of Accounting........... 3 
Bryant and Stratton.................... 0 
Burdett College........................ 2 
International Business Machine......... 0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
0 
1 
1 
13 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
1 
Total 
8 
1 
2 
. 2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
8 
2 
1 
1 
1 
32 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
6 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
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-TABLE 17--Continued 
Stenotype Institute •••••••••••••••••••• 
Totals (5) 
Teachers Colleges 
Bridgewater State Teachers College ••••• 
Fitchburg State Teachers College ••••••• 
Framingham State Teachers College •••••• 
Lowell State Teachers College •••••••••• 
Massachusetts School of Art •••••••••••• 
Perry Normal School •••••••••••••••••••• 
Salem State Teachers College ••••••••••• 
Totals (7) 
Hospital Schools of Nursing 
Addison Gilbert •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Burbank •.•.•••.••••••••.•.••.•••.•••••. 
Massachusetts General •••••••••••••••••• 
Mount Auburn ••.•.•••••....••..••••.•..• 
New England Deaconess •••••••••••••••••• 
Newton-Wellesley ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Saint John's General ••••••••••••••••••• 
Totals (7) 
Secretarial Schools 
Chandler School for Women ••••••••• .- •••• 
Pierce .......•.........•...•. •. • .. • • .. • 
Wins lOw . ••...•••••.•••.••••••••••• • ••• • 
Totals (3) 
Preparatory Schools 
Chauncy Hall .•...........•............• 
Huntington School •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Lawrence Academy ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mount Hermon ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Newman • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Saint Anne's .........•................. 
Til ton . .............•......•.. • •. • • · • • · 
Totals (7) 
Other 
Armed Services Specialized Schools 
(not classified) •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Aviation Training School ••••••••••••••• 
Lowell Vocational ~ch~ol ••••••••• · ~· •• · ~ . 
Boys 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
8 
10 
0 
1 
Girls 
3 
7 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
14 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
10 
2 
1 
2 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
Total 
12 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
14 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
10 
2 
1 
2 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
9 
10 
1 
1 
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TABLE 17--Continued 
Boys Girls Total 
Marlboro Vocational School ••••••••• 1 0 1 
New England School of Art . ......... 2 0 2 
Nylin School of Massage •••••••••••• 0 1 1 
School of Practical Art •••••.•••••• 1 0 1 
Totals (7) 15 2 17 
r 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYsiS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE FINDINGS-3 
The High School Curriculum 
Introduction.--Since the type of new high school struc-
ture to be erected depends not only upon the number of students 
who will be enrolled, but also upon the educational needs of 
those students, the matter of curriculum is uppermost in the 
minds of the planning committee at this time. One of the pur-
poses of this study is the evaluation of the courses offered at 
Acton High School. 
Notation might be made a t this time of the fact that the 
so-called general course differs very little from the commercial 
course. With the exception of stenography, the business subjects 
may be elected although typewriting and bookkeeping are not re-
quired. Shop and home economics are not full-credit subjects. 
No claim can be made of offering a vocational course, and the 
general course is no more than its name implies. It frequently 
becomes a refuge for those who are unable to succeed with the 
college-preparatory or commercial groups, or for those whose ob-
jectives are nebulous. 
Some facts relative to the adequacy of the Acton High 
School curricular offerings have already been collected and in-
terpreted in the previous section concerning educational and em-
ployment information. The finding_ se~med to be that the 
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graduates were well prepared in the- coflege and commercial 
courses, but that there is a need for a vocational course. It 
was felt that the graduates' own statements of satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction with curricula chosen by them, their own ratings 
of the relative value of single subjects, and their suggestions 
for additional subjects might offer further valuable informatio~ 
Curricular distribution of the survey group.--Examination 
of the responses of graduates concerning the curricula pursued 
while in high school reveals the following distribution shown in 
Table 18. 
TABLE 18 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADUATES ACCORDING TO 
CURRICULUM FOLLOVffiD, ARRANGED BY SEX 
Curriculum Boys Girls Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
College ••••• 22 33.8 39 38.6 61 36.7 
C omme rc ial •• 21 32.3 45 44.5 66 39.7 
General ••••• 22 33.8 17 16.8 39 23.5 
The boys were almost evenly distributed among the 3 
curricula. Of the girls, 38.6 per cent followed the college 
course, 44.5 per cent formed the commercial group, and only 16.8 
per cent were enrolled in the general course. 
Satisfaction with choice of curriculum.--Table 19 shows 
the number and percentage of graduates who feel that they chose 
the right curricula for them in the light of later experiences. 
Of the college-going group 90.2 per cent feel that they 
made the right choice in high school. Only 54.5 per cent of the 
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- -boys who took the commercial course are satisfied that it was 
the right one for them, whereas 84.4 per cent of the girls state 
that their decision was correct. Only slightly more than half 
of the general course group---both boys and girls---are satisfie~ 
The value of this question is l i mited because the respondents 
were not asked to specify the reasons for their present conclu-
sions. It is impossible to determine from the negative answers 
whether dissatisfaction was due to inadequate course content or 
to a lack of guidance, which, if provided, might have resulted 
in better educational placement. Even the most astute guidance 
personnel, however, cannot hope to provide optimal placement for 
all students if all paths opened ·by the curricula lead to busi-
ness careers or to college. Some students are destined for agri-
cultural pursuits or for the trades and their needs should be 
met by the offerings of the school. 
TABLE 19 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES WHO ARE 
SATISFIED WITH THEIR CHOICE OF CURRICULUM, 
ARRANGED BY SEX AND CURRICULA FOLLOWED 
Curriculum Boys Girls Total 
No. % No. % No. % 
College ••••• 19 86.4 36 92.3 55 90.2 
Commercial •• 12 54.5 38 84.4 50 75.8 
General ••••• 13 59.1 9 52.9 22 56.4 
Totals •••• 44 67.7 . 83 82.1 ~27 76.5 
Relative value of subjects.--The responses of the gradu-
a t es to t he request that they rat e according to their relative 
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values the separate subfects whfch tney studied in-=school are -
listed in Table 20. 
TABLE 20 
RELATIVE VALUE OF SUBJECTS STUDIED IN SCHOOL 
Great Value Frequency Little Value Frequency 
English.............. 142 General Science...... 66 
Typewriting.......... 84 Modern History....... 66 
U. S. His tory. . • • . • • • 58 U. S. His tory. . . • • • • • 65 
Problems of Democracy 58 Music. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 60 
Jr. Business Training 56 Art. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
Civics............... 48 Civics............... 51 
Bookkeeping. • • • • • • . • • 4'6 Algebra.............. 50 
General Science...... 43 French....... • • • • • • • • 46 
Biology.............. 43 
Business Law.......... 42 
Problems of Democracy 45 
Biology... . .......... 42 
Algebra.............. 40 
Modern History....... 38 
Business Organization 36 
Stenography.......... 33 
Geometry............. 31 
Review Mathematics... 30 
Geometry............. 42 
La tin........ . . . . . . . . 3.6 
Commercial Geography. 35 
Business Law. . • • • • . • • 23 
Bookkeeping.......... 21 
Shop. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • 2~ 
Chemistry............ 28 
French. • . . . . . . . . . . . . • 24 
Typewriting.......... 19 
Review Mathematics... 17 
Latin................ 22 Chemistry. . . . • • • . . . • • 17 
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 Stenography.......... 15 
Music. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 Spanish.............. 15 
Shop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Physics....... . • • . • • • 20 
Commercial Geography. 20 
Spanish.............. 5 
English.............. 13 
Jr. Business Training 13 
Physics • . • • • • . . • • • • • • 13 
Business Organization 11 
The validity of this question is extremely doubtful since 
the members of the survey group were given no criteria upon which 
to base their judgments. Bias in the form of teacher likes and 
dislikes and subject-interest probably was influential. Further-
more, some differentiation between value for educational back-
ground or for preparing for further education and value for pro-
gress in a chosen vocation should have been made. The relatively 
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large figures beside most of the more cultural subjec ts appearing ====~~ 
in the upper half of the column marked 11 Little Valuen would seem 
to indicate that these respondents evaluated the subjects on the 
basis of their immediate vocational usefulness. On the other 
hand, 7 of the same subjects appear in the upper half of the 
column labeled 11 Great Value". These may be the answers of some 
of the members of the college-going group, who found the sub-
jects useful in a different way. No clear-cut conclusions can 
be drawn concerning the relative merits of the college-prepara-
tory subjects. Respondents may have considered them unimportant 
to later college majors and future careers or they may have 
judged them important for college entrance. It seema unwise, 
too, on the basis of this survey, to suggest investigation of 
the social studies or of art and music, subjects listed more fre-
quently as being of little value than of great value. Those 
respondents who based their judgments upon usefulness in a spe-
cific occupation would in most cases consider these subjects to 
be of little value. 
A few conclusions are safe. The great value of English 
is almost undisputed. The graduates, whether currently employed 
or still furthering their education, have discovered the impor-
tance of being well versed in their own language. This fact 
alone is of some value to school faculty members who are con-
tinually being forced to give doubtful students a reason for 
English as a required subject. The great majority of the re-
spondents have found that knowledge of typewriting is a valuable 
asset, a fact which leads to the suggestion that this course be 
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offered to all college-preparatory students - as well as to those 
in the commercial and general curricula. Junior business train-
ing and business organization seem to have been of great value 
to the majority. The fact that bookkeeping and stenography, 
rated frequently as being of great value, are rated also by 
rather large numbers as of little value may be simply an indica-
tion that these people have not yet found jobs in which these 
skills may be used. An equal number of respondents rated shop 
as being of great value and of little value. Most students take 
shop with a view to developing practical skills of vocational 
.value. The school does not seem to be satisfying their needs 
with its present very limited offering of woodworking practice. 
The position of Spanish---last in the column marked ttGreat 
Value"---merits explanation. This subject has been offered only 
since 1952 and therefore was available to few in the group in-
cluded in this study. It seems logical to assume that its value 
to students is about on a par with French and Latin. 
Some information more valid than the general rating of 
subjects in terms of relative value is that shown in Table 21. 
It is interesting to note that English still heads the 
list. Members of the employed group have found that a knowledge 
of English is essential in the jobs which they hold. Next in 
succession come the business skills---typewriting, bookkeeping, 
and stenography. This is to be expected in view of the large 
number of girls employed in the clerical field, but it seems to 
offer additional proof that the Commercial Department provided 
good preparation. Junior business training, an introduction to 
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bookkeeping' wa-s noted with high frequency ,--too, as being of 
value in securing a. job. 
TABLE 21 
SUBJECTS MOST HELPFUL IN SECURING A JOB 
Subject Frequency 
English............ . ......... 38 
Typewriting. • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • ':3'7 
Bookkeeping........ . ......... 19 
Stenography........ . ......... 15 
Jr. Business Training........ 12 
Algebra............. . ......... 10 
Shop. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . 7 
Business Law. • • . • • • • • . • • . . • • • 6 
Biology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
General Science.... . ......... 5 
Business Organization........ 4 
Chemistry. • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • 4 
Physics. • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • 4· 
Geo.metry..................... 4 
Civics....................... 2 
Modern History............... 2 
Art. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 2 
Review Mathematics........... 2 U.s. History................ 1 
Problems of Democracy........ 1 
Spanish...................... 1 
Freneh............ . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
La tin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Mus 1c. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
Commercial Geography......... 0 
Ten respondents found algebra to be important and it is 
well known that a. foundation in algebraic principles is useful 
in learning several of the skilled trades. On the upper half of 
the scale fall also 2 additional business subjects and the 
sciences. That review mathematics is not rated as of great 
value is probably due to the fact that this is a misnomer. The 
course consists of trigonometry and solid geometry, subjects 
which would be useful only in a few professional fields not as 
yet represented by members of this survey group. As would be 
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expected, the social-studtes - and for-eign- languages are-- not"'- r-ated -~-=-=--=­
highly by the employed graduates. They would be of practical 
value in relatively few entry-occupations. 
In general it would seem that the Acton High School sub-
jects have provided good training for the graduates now employed. 
However, the fact that 18 of the graduates are currently engaged 
in skilled or semi-skilled jobs and that only 7 rate :shop as 
being of great value to them in securing jobs points again to 
the need of a broader scope in this subject. 
Table 22 shows the subjects which the graduates wish 
they had taken while in high school. 
TABLE 2.2 
SUBJECTS WHICH GRADUATES WISH THEY 
HAD TAKEN WHI LE IN SCHOOL 
Subject Frequency 
Physics...................... 26 
Typewriting. . • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • 25 
Chemistry.................... 24 
Algebra...................... 20 
Spanish...................... 19 
Geometry. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Stenography.................. 16 
French. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Review Mathematics........... 14 
Bookkeeping.................. 13 
Latin........................ 10 
Business Law................. 8 
Biology...................... 6 
Problems of Democracy........ 6 
Business Organization........ 5 
Art. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Jr. Business Training........ 4 
General Science.............. 4c 
Commercial Geography......... 3 
Music. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2. 
Modern History............... 2 
Civics....................... 1 
Shop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
The graduate~ are empha~~z~g the value of the advanced~3ienc~s, 
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physics and chemistry, and the college-preparatory- mathemat ics 
courses. Science and mathematics are of great importance in the 
world today. A relatively large number of the respondents have 
felt the lack of the business skills. Jobs in the clerical 
field are plentiful. Spanish and French appear in the upper 
half of this scale, too, and perhaps this is explained by the 
fact that some of the boys have served on foreign duty with the 
Armed Services and have realized the value of the knowledge of a 
second language. Nobody states that he wishes he had taken shop 
while enrolled at Acton High School. It would seem that if this 
subject were of immediate vocational value, some people would 
have felt the need of it. 
Additional subjects advisable.--An evaluation of the 
current curricular offerings was felt to be important, but in 
addition it seemed wise to give the graduates an opportunity to 
suggest subjects which they thought should be added, since a 
wider variety of courses will be possible if a regional school 
of twice or three times the size of the present high school is 
built within the next four years. 
Only 47 members from the 6 graduating classes availed 
themselves of the opportunity of suggesting additions to the 
curriculum. However, even within this limited group several 
subjects which seem to be worthy of serious consideration, were 
mentioned repeatedly. They are listed below in order of the fre-
quency with which they were noted: 
1. 
2. 
Vocational subjects, including home economics! 
automotive mechanics, electricity, and agricu ture. 
Office practice, iEclud~ng training in the use of 
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common business machines. 
3. Mechanical drawing. 
4. Elementary psychology and human relations. 
5. Speech. 
The advisability of providing a vocational curriculum 
has been stressed throughout thi s chapter. A course in mechani-
cal drawing might be included in this department. In view of 
the fact that so many girls are entering clerical jobs, a new 
commercial department should be equipped with some of the busi-
ness machines. Good adjustment in the area of personal-social 
relations is of unquestionable i mportance in the world today, 
and the suggestion of an element ary course in psychology is 
valuable. An elective course in public speaking has been intro-
duced this year. 
Opinions concerning impr ovements of the school's ser-
vices.--A final means of assess i ng the attitudes of the gradu-
ates toward their former high s chool was employed in the last 
question of the survey instrument. Graduates were asked to make 
suggestions concerning ways in which the Acton High School can 
be of greater service to student s still in school. 
Of the total group of r espondents, 132, or 79.5 per cent, 
expressed some opinion. Many of them wrote rather lengthy para-
graphs. Apparently their interest in the school is high and 
they felt pleased to be invited to contribute their ideas for 
improvement. 
Classification of the responses was diffi6ult, but an 
attempt was made to list them in 3 categories, namely: 
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1. General suggestions useful to teache-rs "'ana: 
administrators. 
2. Suggestions pertaining to guidance. 
3. Suggestions relative to the curriculum. 
After the first listing had been made, the suggestions 
were re-studied and the most val uable ones, some of which were 
mentioned repeatedly, were selected. Restatement of these below 
may serve to emphasize some of the findings already discussed in 
these three chapters and to indicate further areas for study. 
Considered to be of value to teachers and administrators 
generally are the following opinions: 
1. Discipline, based upon respect, is of utmost 
importance. The teacher should be a good 
fellow as well as a deep thinker, but he de-
serves the respect once given naturally to 
the scholar. 
2. Higher salaries should be offered to the good 
teachers as an incentive to stay in Acton more 
than two or three years. 
3. Those teachers who are unstable or otherwise 
unqualified should be eliminated. 
4. Interest in school affairs should be promoted. 
5. Students failing in any subject should not be 
allowed to participate in team sports. 
6. Too close a relationship exists between the 
teacher and the bright pupil. 
7. More individual help should be given to the 
slow learner. 
8. Teachers should respect the thinking powers of 
students and should appeal to their logic and 
good taste rather than to their fear of in-
curring the displeasure of the authorities. 
9. Every effort should be made to draw out the 
thoughts of the students through group discussion. 
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10. Teachers should enlist the curiosity- and 
competitive spirit of the students and make 
them eager to maintain the highest possible 
scholastic average. 
11. Students should be i mpressed with the im-
portance of good study habits. 
12. Students need to be encouraged. 
Some of the most significant suggestions relative to the 
development of guidance services may be stated as follows: 
1. The Guidance Department should be headed by a 
full-time co~nselor. The teacher, also, should 
accept his guidance role, for he, better than 
anyone else, knows his students and their 
capabilities. 
2. Guidance should begin in the elementary grades 
and be a continuous process. 
3. Individual interviews directed toward the 
proper choice of high school courses are 
especially important at the junior high level. 
4. Students should be encouraged to have definite 
vocational goals. 
5. Information should be disseminated concerning 
various occupational fields and should include 
discussion of opportunities, responsibilities, 
necessary abilities and training. 
6. Utilization should be made of the occupational 
conference technique with visiting speakers 
selected from a variety of fields. 
7. Field trips should be planned for exploration 
of occupations. 
8. Through the interpretation of test results 
students should be aided in relating their 
abilities and interests with vocational 
opportunities. 
9. Placement service for graduates should be 
provided. 
10. More assistance should be given in the wise 
choice of colleges. 
11. ScholarshiP ~t~s s~o~ld _b~ publicized~ 
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12. College-preparatory students need a better 
understanding of what college means. Graduates 
who have furthered their education could be 
invited to talk informally with present students. 
13. Guidance should not be limited to educational 
and vocational services but should include 
some effort to promote better social and 
personal adjustment of the individual. 
14. Special attention should be given to those 
students whose school achievement is not 
commensurate with their abilities. Cooper-
ation of parents should be enlisted. 
15. Students should be encouraged to seek guidance 
rather than to feel that it is advice to be 
forced upon them. 
Some statements are made below with regard to curriculum 
improvement. 
1. With the larger enrollment possible in the 
proposed regional school, the same subject 
could be offered at more than one time in the 
day. The student's choice of subjects is 
seriously limited now. 
2. The college-preparatory course has proved to 
be adequate, but higher standards of work 
could be demanded. 
3. The school library should be enriched and more 
research assignments should be given. 
4. General course students should be provided 
with more practical skills. 
· 5. Home economics, with emphasis placed upon the 
practical problems of home management, should 
be encouraged for all girls. 
6. There should be a wider variety of elective 
courses. 
7. Stress in English should be placed on diction, 
grammar, vocabulary, note-taking, and self-
expression. 
8. The mathematics and science departments should 
be strengthened. 
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9. Boys expecting to- enter the Armed -Forces 
should be encouraged to study a modern 
foreign language. 
10. The importance of good reading speed and 
comprehension should be realized, and remedial 
opportunities provided. 
11. A sufficient number of varied activities---
dramatic presentations, public speaking contests, 
faculty receptions---should be provided to pro-
mote self-confidence in daily living. 
II 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Purpose and procedure.--Guidance workers throughout the 
United States have found the fo l low-up study useful as an ob-
jective means of gathering infor mation which can be of value to 
, school leavers, students, parent s, and school personnel. 
The present study was initiated at the request of the 
!Acton School Committee whose pur poses were twofold, namely: 
I 
1: ,, 
1. Determination of the extent to which organized 
guidance services sh ould be provided in the Acton 
schools. 
2. Evidence that the Ac ton High School curriculum is 
meeting the needs of students or that certain cur-
ricular changes should be made either at the time 
of new school const r uction or during the interim. 
The survey group was comprised of graduates of the 
1Classes 1948-1953. Inclusion of the Class of 1948 permitted 
insight i nto the present status of some graduates who have had 
sufficient time to complete four years of college training and 
I 
·obtain placement in jobs. 
I 
Since the members of the Class of 
11953 were seniors when the Guidance Department was established 
I 
II 
I' II I 
I 
ll on a part-time basis, and since they were oriented to the pur-
poses of the follow-up study, i t was thought that their response~! 
would be important too. It was the original intention of the 
author to include in the survey drop-outs as well as graduates. 
However, the total of thirty-four members in this group was 
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I 
I 
t 
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deemed to be too small to be used as a basis for deriving signi-
ficant findings. 
The questionnaire form was chosen as the instrument for 
the study. It would be a standardized method of measuring the 
effects of the school program; i t would be easy for the re-
spondent to complete; and the results could be tabulated accu-
rately. Some free-response items were included so that gradu-
ates might have the opportunity to express opinions. II 
,I In May, 1953 members of the senior college-preparatory 
English class were invited to participate in the planning and 
preparation of the survey. They undertook the project enthusi-
astically and committees were formed to compile an accurate 
mailing list, develop a suitable questionnaire, and compose a 
letter of explanation. The ques tionnaire was then studied care- 11 
fully and revised to eliminate i tems which might prove to be 
ambiguous or which might be difficult to tabulate. Class members 
1
typed and mimeographed the questionnaire and letter, and on May 
28 they mailed the inquiries. During the summer the author sent I 
two follow-up letters to those members of the group who had I 
failed to respond. At the end of August the total response was 
only 50 per cent. After the opening of school in September, 
copies of the original questionnaire, together with a new letter, ,l 
were mailed to graduates of the Class of 1953. Volunteers from 
the present senior class accepted the task of visiting per-
sonally the non-respondents of all classes at the time of the 
collection of data for the annual school census. Of the total 
of 206 questionnaires sent to graduates of the 6 classes, 166, 
54 
or 80.5 per cent, were finally returned. 
With the exception of the free-response items, which 
1 were copied in their original form, classified under three 
headings, and re-stated by the author, the findings of the sur- ,: 
vey were presented in the form of summarizing tables. 
Summary of the findings.--The study yielded some facts 
which have an important relationship to the school guidance ser-
,vices and curriculum. They may be summarized as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Of the 166 graduates responding to the survey, 130, 
or 78.3 per cent, are presently residing in Acton or j 
in a nearby town, a fact which indicates the need 
for up-to-date, accurate local occupational infor- :1 
mation. 
Sixty-six graduates are currently engaged in full 
time jobs; 44 report that they are students; 29 are 
in the Armed Forces; and 24 are housewives. Only 3 
1 persons are unemployed and 1 of these is not free 
to seek employment because of home responsibilities. :I 
As sources of help in making their vocational I 
choices, the respondents named parents and teachers 11 
most frequently. Though a separate guidance depart- !! 
ment has now been established in the school, class-
room teachers will continue to play an important 1 
role in giving assistance to individual students. II 
I• 
Of' the graduates, 11 per cent reported that they had iJ 
received no help in vocational planning f'rom teacher~ 
or principal. An additional 10.3 per cent stated 1
1
, 
that they had received very little help. Apparently ! 
the school served adequately about three-fourths of !1 
its graduates. j 
t 
The graduates were almost unanimous in the opinion 
that organized guidance services should be provided 1 
for Acton High School students. Seventy-two and 
eight-tenths per cent noted that ~ guidance is 
necessary. 
The need for guidance services is emphasized again 
by the unrealistic vocational plans which many of 
the graduates made while they were in school. A 
disproportionately large number had anticipated 
professional careers, whereas very few had considered 
_the skilled _or ~em~-skilled _ jobs !.. _ _ 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
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Of the respondents, 27.2 per cent report that they 1 
are currently undecided with respect to their voca- !· 
tional objectives. They need further assistance. 
Of the employed group of 66, 50 are girls; l6 are 
boys. The largest concentration of girls is in the 
clerical field. The majority of boys have found 
skilled or semi-skilled jobs. Six girls hold pro-
fessional positions. 
Five boys and 8 girls, almost 20 per cent of the 
employed group, stat e that they have not found the 
kinds of jobs for which they were trained. They 
deserve assistance in placement. 
The majority of boys employed claim to have received ll 
their training on the job, a fact which cannot be 
disputed since the school has offered no vocational 
courses designed to prepare boys for the skilled 
trades. 
On-the-job training was reported also by many of the
1 girls, although some of the same persons checked the l 
school as a source of training. It is probable that ;, 
the girls in clerical jobs, with the exception of 
the two employed by the Telephone Company, did not 1 
participate in a fo rmal on-the-job training program. 11 
They received their fundamental training in school 'I 
and learned, while on the job, to adapt it to II 
specific requirement s. , 
I Of the graduates, 59.1 per cent have continued their 
1 education. A wide variety of schools is represented,' 
but the majority of graduates have chosen four-year, 11 
degree-granting colleges. Acton High School's 11 
college-preparatory curriculum is adequate to pre-
pare students for t he most rigid admissions require- 11 
menta. 
The high school curriculum which proved to be least 
satisfying to its gr aduates was the general course. 
Since, except for t he elimination of stenography, 
the content of this course varies little from that 
of the commercial pr ogram, it is not surprising that 
it has failed to meet the needs of some students who . 
were destined not for business careers but for 
skilled or semi-skilled jobs. 
English is the subject found to be of greatest value 
to the graduates. Typewriting, too, has proved to 
be an asset, as have the other business subjects. 
Of the subjects which the graduates wish they had 
ta~en in sc_hool_, s_ci~nce jind __ mathemat_ic__s are _noted 
II 
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-frequently, a fact which emphasizes the importance 
of these subjects in the world today. 
16. The graduates suggested that vocational courses, 
mechanical drawing, office practice, and elementary 
psychology be added to the high school curricular 
'I 
offerings. !J 
17. Of the total group of respondents, 132, or 79.5 per , 
cent, offered some suggestions with respect to ways 
in which Acton High School might be of greater ser-
vice to students now in school. These suggestions 
indicate a strong interest in the school and a good 
understanding of teacher-pupil relationships, stu-
dent needs, guidance services, and curriculum. 
Recommendations.--The following recommendations, based 
upon the facts collected in this study, are offered for consider~ 
'ation by school authorities: 
1. A committee appointed from the faculty should work 
with the Guidance Director in planning and con-
ducting a community occupational survey for the pur-
pose of collecting accurate information about entry job opportunities. 
2. For junior and senior boys, a class should be or-
ganized for the purpose of disseminating information .. 
about selective service laws and military occupa- , 
tions. 11 
,, 
3. An in-service training program for all teachers 
should be initiated. Included in the program should 
be the illustration of methods by which teachers can 1l 
contribute to the school guidance program and infor-
mation concerning services which teachers can expect 1 
from the Guidance Department. 
4. The Guidance Director should follow a carefully 
planned time schedule for counseling, whereby some 
assistance can be offered each year to every student 
in grades 7-12. 
5. The Guidance Director should be allowed to devote 
full time to services for individual students. 
6. Efforts should be made to offer further assistance 
to those graduates whose vocational objectives are 
not yet clear. 
7. The Guidance Department should make every effort to 
assist in the placemep t of graduates who have not 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
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succeeded in finding the jobs for which they are 
trained. Contacts s hould be made with employers in 
the area and with t he State Employment Service. 
Interpretation of the results of testing programs 
should be made to al l teachers and students. 
II 
I Some more varied and practical offerings in shop and · 
home economics should be added to the general course 
next year. Basic vocational training in some of the ' 
skilled trades should be provided in the new school. 
The commercial depar tment of the new school should 
be equipped with some of the common business machines 
so that a comprehens ive course in office practice 
can be offered. 
A course in typewri t ing should be offered as an 
elective to all coll ege-preparatory students. 
A course in mechanical drawing should be offered to 
boys preparing for t he skilled trades and for those 
contemplating further education at technical or 
engineering schools. 
The importance of s ound mental 
of endeavor indicates the need 
mentary psychology on the high 
health in every 
for a course in 
school level. 
I A remedial reading specialist should be appointed to 
work in the high school on a full-time basis. The 
value of the remedial reading service has already 
been proven on the e lementary level, where it has 
been available for t wo years. 
Limitations of the study .--Certain limitations result 
from the questionnaire method of survey. One hundred per cent 
response is difficult to obtain and there is always some doubt 
about having a true cross-section sampling from any less than 
II 100 per cent. Among the non-res pondents are likely to be more 
boys than girls, persons who we r e low ranking students, un-
s killed workers, or the unemployed. The majority of those who 
do res pond to the inquiry may be the ones most satisfied with 
the i r present status, and their expressed reactions may be too 
f avorabl e towards the _school. 
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With respect to this sur vey, poor timing may have re- ~ 
sulted in some changes in marita l status, occupations, and loca-
tions since the receipt of the f irst replies. However, this 
limitation is not serious: the opinions of the graduates rela-
tive to the school guidance services and curriculum probably re- . 
·mained constant. 
The forty graduates who did not respond to this study 
might have supplied some information significantly different 
from that received. However, the figure of 80.5 per cent total 
response, in which were included expressions of dissatisfaction 
as well as of satisfaction with the school program may be taken 
as representative enough to be used as a basis for some partial 
indication of the opinions of the particular community. A more " 
complete picture may be obtained when comparisons can be made on 
the basis of a continuous survey. 
Need for further research.--Educators, like manufac-
turers, must make continual evaluations of their products if 
they are to keep pace with changing demands. One survey is not 
1
enough. For the Acton schools this study has revealed some 
ful findings; it has pointed also to the following needs for 
use- I' 
I 
I 
further research: 
1. The number of drop-outs in the six classes included 
in this survey was too small to be used as a basis 
for deriving representative facts. A single study 
of Acton's early school leavers of the past fifteen 
classes might reveal significant information con-
cerning ways in which the school could have served 
their needs more adequately. 
2. In view of the fact that the towns of Acton and 
Littleton are now contemplating a merger of their 
two high schools, a follow-up study of the Classes 
1948-1953 of Little~on ,High ~chool should be 
I 
'I I. 
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initiated immediately. The purpose of such a study I' 
would be to secure an objective basis for comparison 
of students' needs. The subsequent building con-
struction and curriculum planning would then be the 
result of fact -~s well as theory. 
3. A thorough community occupational survey should be 
conducted in order t o discover local occupational 
opportunities for the graduates of Acton High School~' 
4. Follow-up studies of Acton High School graduates 
should be conducted continuously. Only after the 
collection of facts over a period of years can 
authorities hope to have a true picture of the 
effectiveness of the total school program. 
I . 
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ACTON HIGH SCHOOL 
\-JEST ACTON, MASSACHUSE'r'l'S 
May 28. 19.53 
Dear Acton High School Graduate: 
The present senior college English cl ass, in 
conjunction wi th the Guidance Department , is making 
a survey of the classes which graduated from 1948 
through 1952. The aim of this project is to dete~min 
how adequately the school trains its students fo~ the 
various situations wh:lch they meet after graduation, 
and how it may be of further assistance to them, 
especially in job placement. 
Will you pleass take rifta n minutes of· your 
tim::i to ans'l:'Iel') the enclosed que~rtionne.ire and return 
it in the stamped envelope. provided for your 
convenience? Do i·jj promptly so that the representation 
of your class will be fair and complete ~ 
This is you:. opportuni ty to comment on the school 
program as you remember it o The information secured 
lrl'ill ba co11::.ider ed confidential, and l:Iill 'be used 
only in compiling a gene~al report. Your name will 
not be UDed in a.ny lt!ay .. 
May we say "the.nl-t youn in advance f'or your 
cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, 
~ Rcw1Pd.LQQ f.v:~t;;; 
Ruth Rarnsd®ll Proctor 
Guidance Vi r ector 
........ -
, 
~:o.U" GN ~· DT' Q.OES TI ONifLIHE 
ACTO~N' H:~GH SCHOOL 
e DiY.>ec •;:loi'lS; To ans .. :.rer mos t of the q!leS t5 Ol'lS belo.!J , c imply place 
v. cnec'krn,g.:ck (~ ..... ·) opposite your choice o:~ encil,.nle as di:i. .. cctad .. 
'P , ans"."Te.t• ot"~-leJ."S, use a ffJW words <:.11 .. a few short .,,ent.ances. 
• 
• 
PERSONAL DATA · 
Class of; 
Dat~ filled. 1n 
c f'1ra t 1--rmiddle iii:ttiir> ---~--
p .... esen.t AddA'EHts 
--( s"""'!t-r-eetr ft~ity or town) 
MarX"ied Girls 
---r;J:r i ·te Ji! ... rd<an name "}'l;r<; r----- ~ .... _ 
r~l{a.ri tal Sta.tus: ( } Single 
( ) Married 
Present Status: (Check) 
( ) u ... Employed 
( ) b. Une",ployed 
( ) {~ ~ Student 
{ ) d., .Armed Forces 
( ) 6 , House'{; ifa 
f' 
. " 
Other (plee.se speci.fy) 
II. OCCUPATIONAL PLANNING 
A.. Choice of Occupation 
10 When you were in high sehool, bat type of work d.J.d 
you plan to enter ? 
2. Have you now made a definite choice of an occupation? 
Encircle: Yes No 
ao If "Yes ", what is it now? (please s pac1.fy) 
b. I f "No", would you like some assistance fi•om 
t he Acton High School Guidance Department:? 
Encircle: Yes No 
.) ., : ~~uJ:.c-.o::~~-· b0h>':<' f'l'Ol. ~Dom. you i-·(~ elvol helo tu p:L.; .• 1.:1lns 
:· )}.• ·i.;~)0 occt'.ptl t;i .1n o:f yc,n:.:·• t1.).(.lice. Check cne o:~.o m.o!• 
.f ' e .• Pa.r ... 1~. t;s ., 
' ( ) b . Reln.t1V0Sl (other I; han par ents ) 
( ) e. F"ipienCi. 
{ 
' 0.. High School ?1•1nc!pal J ( ) e. Hi gh School Teaohars 
f. Othe~ (please spe~ify) 
4.. To ~hat e:Jtten. t dicl you :reoe :r.ve help from the t ea.cho . a 
&nd p:r.•ino iptJ.l i n h1gh school? 
{ ) a~ f.!& d. none ~.n high school 
( \ b. Not helpful a all J 
( } e. Ve19 y li·t t le l'l3lp 
( ) d .. So1m~ help 
( ) e. Extre~ely he lpfUl 
5.. To 1b.at extent do you i'ae 1 a hi.gh achool s .1ould ~:t'·empt 
·':o help "" t s S"1it\d'5nts SOlVe their educo.'Cione.l, VC .·::.ti nal, 
soci.a.l, and :pers.oz-:..al problouw '? 
( ) e.. trona 
{ ) b Very 11 ttl~ 
( ) c. Som0 
( ) d. 11ueh 
( ) Very muc~.l. 
Do ~rcu th .nk you shoula ha'lre had more help in high 
school in solvi ng your educ.ational, vo¢ation .1, !:l oc tal.J 
and pe-·rs onal problems ? 
Enci~cle: Yee No 
If 11 Yes", please c omment . 
!II. EM.PLOYMEWf.i INli'ORJ:tfATI ON 
., 
..... Do you no 1 have a :full- t ime job? Enc irc.le : Ye s 
(The !.rmed Service is cons idered a .full·- time job ) 
No 
2 . !11 the~ follow:_ng t&ble list all the .full ·~ time jobs you 
have beJ.d since leaving school .. 
· ·--·~·"Nama ·~ rid Eid'dr esa r rJ:::engt h Of'~ .. 
of employ~r Nature of your work I Empl oyment 
---____,;;.~.------___,lr----- I. -·-·-
~-----~--w -r-
-·T~,---
------------------~-
-·-·- ·--·----·--, 
-~-·--~·---·-· ··--·--.... ~.-~ 
! 
! 
... ~-'> " 
a... Wh.;tn:E:: did you. ge·i.; the tx•ai n:i ng .fo:t your 
p.L'"esemt job? 
( ) 8.. In sahool 
( ) b. On the job 
{ ) c .. Else ;:here (please s ta. te ·;1.1hera) 
b.. If' you rece:tved on- the- job- tl:-a.ln:tn.g , could. 
that t;zao.ining have been proov1dod by your 
hirt,h schooJ.•i Encircle: Yes No 
c... Have you f ound the kind of pos i tton. fo:: 
· hich you have b een trained? 
Encircle: Yes No 
IV. EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION' 
A.. High School Co·,rse 
1.. Which course (s) did yo 1 f'ol.low i.n h. gh schoo.J.'_., 
( } a .. Collage Prepa.~"a.tory 
( . ) b .. Commercial Ol.'" Business 
( ) c .. General 
2.. Do you think that the cout•s;a you took U!' :J the bes r; 
one for you? Eneirc ltl: Yes No 
3 ,. Li.s ted 011 the followit'lg page are the su·o jec·i:;;:J ( 1) 
of-fered whf.'tn 3·ou were in high school. Check ln 
column {2) each sub jee·t you took ,Jh:l..oh was of 
£feat~.!. to you. Cheek 1n column 1£). each 
subject you t ook Whloh lYfi.S Of.' ITffi'~. :value ·to you. 
Check i n o olu.11n;. _(4 l those aubject \::l whiCh you 
wis h ~ had take~ut did n ot. Ch eck in. eolu .. "'lll (5) 
t'hos~eSUb"Jects w'hTcfilie~d.")oi, ~.!-.a ~.ee]j'"ti~­
!:. _jo9.· 
• 
~ .. ~~--·~·-,--or-o:;. atr···~L:-·-i t ... _t':""le~r--~~~~-i-s_h_. io,_1-;-ne1ped-.. ;;~-· ;-o-s -t-
e •bjGuts V -lue' Ve.lue had \i a.kGn j in securh1g 
but did not 1 a job 
-...-.--- (2) (3) (4) 1 (5} 
--~---------+--~----------~-------------
(1) 
MusiG 
MectU!nica1 Drawing 
4., What subjects not o!'t~ered i.n high school ould have 
been helpt)ll in training for your chosen occupation? 
(Plea~w spec1.1'y) 
.. c: . . .. 
• 
:t. ~.::no·. St t.F';?.duatc, what ':'7a:3 the last grade yo1 complo·ted? 
=~··lciz•cle : 9 10 11 12 · 
2 .. If :. ot a g!'adua,.e, check re.a.aon.{s) w-hy you. le.f · :1chocl. 
( ) as L~mrb ( 
( ) b .. Finane tal nead.s 
( ) e. Armed services ( ( 
C., A.f·ter leav 1ng h igh school 
) d. Transferred to 
vooatlonal ::tcb.ocl 
) e. Lack of 1nte~est 
) f~ Other (specify) 
1. IItve yov. attended any school(s)? 
2. I11 wha:t sort of institution vtas this further edt.1.ca.t-ton? 
( 
( 
( 
( 
I ( 
) College 
) Junior College 
) rreahntcsl School 
) Techr1ical School 
' I Business School 
granting degx•ee 
not granting degrae 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
Teachers College uP Normal School 
Nm•s e TrRining 
Secz>~tarial 
Prep School 
Othe:t• 
____ ........__......._. __ _...~....----- -~--,-----
What •.tc·hool(s) have you attended. sinc:.e leaving h igh ~chool? 
- ----.. ·---~---------
Ue.r! .. e of ' I 
School j Location j 
-i1a-jor Fiela_---1 Es.trt -c~~~h; 
of Stu&y , activi ti ~,., 
-·--r- -~--·-
----·-· " __ T_____ .. 1_ 
·-~~- ~~ -·----- I -- ----T--
-·t·--·-----·-.-..r-
---1 
I _T _____ _ 
·----····----
4 . Have you received a degree or diploma? Yea ( ) No { ) 
If you left college before graduation~ pleas e give 
ree.sons ,, 
V. In what ways do you think the Acton High Schoo l can be of 
greate r 7alue or service to those now in school? Plea~e write 
:· uggestlons below: 
• 
ACTON HIGH SCHOOL 
WEST ACTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
June 24, 1953 
D a~ Former Acton High School Student: 
On May 28, 1953 we mailed to you a questionnaire 
asking for information about your present occupa-
tional status, your feelines about yoli~ educational 
preparation, and your suggestions for an in~roved 
Acton High School eurrtculum. 
We have received many answers to our inquiry 
and some int ~esting comments, but we should like 
to be able to report 100 per cent response from 
the 1948-1952 classes. 
If you have mislaid your questionnaire , please 
let us know (tal . 3-4181) and w~ shall be glad to 
send you another. If you have simply set it asidG, 
do take tan minut~s to complet0 and return ito 
Thanks for your cooperation. 
Sincsrely, 
i'i (', -"+-·f>~.cr.t.. Kw.-,~r-&.a.Q.Q r~ ,~;du"\ 
Guidance Director 
ACTON HIGH SCHOOl. 
WEST ACTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
August 6, 1953 
D ar Former Acton High School Student: 
The tima has come to complata final tabulations 
of the results of the follow-up questionnair 
mailed during the month of l1ay .. 
In checking my lists I find that you have not 
yet returned your questionnaireo In order to have 
a complete picture I should appreciate your opinions 
and sugge~tions concerning your educaticnal training 
in the Acton schools o 
If you have mislaid your questionnaire, pls:c.so 
telephone the high school (3-4181) and another 
v.rill be mailed to you immedia'i;ely , Your cooper-ation 
will be much appreciated , and your statements itJ:lll 
ba considered confidential. 
Sincerely, 
~ Po..~,M.Ott.Ql.Q.. .P,.~J;-
Ruth Ramsdell Proctor 
Guidance Director 
ACTON HIGH SCHOOL 
WEST ACTON, ~~SSACtiDSETTS 
September 22, 1953 
Dear Members of the Class of 1953: 
As you ~~y remember, the Guidance Department, with 
the assistance or the 1953 college Engl ish class, mail d 
questionnaires last sprinr, to all Acton High School 
graduates of the years 1948-1952 inclusive. Th aim 
of this project was to determine how adequately ths 
school trains its students for the various situations 
~~hich they meet after craduation, and how it may be of 
further assistance to them, especially in job placement. 
The percentae;e of response to our questionnaires 
was hi~h, and the information and indivi dual comments 
hav already proved to be interesting and valuable . 
We want now to add your responses to these al~e&dy 
recetved, s o that the final t abulations may represent 
an up-to-elate. su:t•v®y. til ill you please t ake fifteen 
minutes of your time to answer the enclosed quastionnair~ 
and return it in the stamped envelope provided for 
youl"' convenience ? Do it promotly so tha1; the represen'i:;a~ 
t!on of your class will be f air and complete ~ 
This is y-our opportunity to comment on the school 
program as you remember it, and to ha.ve a part i n 
consid®ring curriculum changes. The information secured 
will be cmyfidential, and will be used only i n compil L1g 
a general report. Ypur name will not be used. 
May I say "thanks" in advance for your cooperation. 
Sincerely 
Ruth Ramsdell Proctor 
Guidance Directo~ 
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upon ~ ~~~~..Y- 1~ !1_he .-e~1.~1J 'I?. !l}.:E;h !:'~s:::~J.~ .c oi1r~~ ~ :s: 12?s~Jt?i·~-... Tl~ ·s· 
catalogueor-'·ne par fc.u: .. ar collrc-3g~~ .... hotil b~ s ecu.roc.f a:cd ·f::h: 
requirements for a.dmi.s.:lion stud1~~. p.nJ~C:\_~.-c d'~?;a.~nFt _!;l~ ,<E:J:l.~s 
h!.£...1]_ school course, t~ be sure131:1i-. c. -:ne p1oper• suoject;s re c in·~ 
ta'ke·n:-~ <1uid.ance DE~pe..rtme· t w'f 11 be ·~lv.d o ac:.'.li:Jt p·u.pL~ · :i . r~­
selec tinr; c olleges wb.i<.rh be t fit ·'·neil:• in teres s a .• ttt -c. s atd 
abilities , 
C OLI..EG";;: BOARDS ..__ , _ .... __ .... ___ 
fft.a.ny college~;; now :r~r:JqUU"t') cana.: df:~te for admlsf" j_on t o 
t ake the examlnat'l ont=; o.f the Colloc;e Lntranc?. •;·=-f-l..nd. na.ti n Bt ardw 
Th .se examlnations a:r•e he:?- f.2~ll!: .~.irn~ ~- ;y~;ar. :ft . 1~ 6ner>;'.l.J y·_ 
.. i:.e pr '} tice among t he coJ..leges to :r.~equfr'e t'dnnd i..rw t'3s to t aK:~-: tt".ese 
1·.:-.. April of the Seni r :;ear· . although there a:r.:- som.. '!!ho requ ' r•e 
th.at one or rnore of the ex.ar, ir~atio.ns Je te.t.,·.n at n n e Erlier date,. 
'I'he usua." t'equi ement i s to ~w.v i.;he candid t(.; t··· .. e : .. ·, 
'.i..'h~ ~~ch~fltic: !:]2t1'Guc.!..e 'res ~.' which is c omposed of t·wo pe.rts: ~· · 
L 1;;"t::<£l . s cf.).on a.rid a r:!£•tneirlf.ttica...~. s ect-ton~ f-Yld 2) one to .... hr "" ·or 
. ·- ----x-- '7""::: -~ -·w ~. ---·-s---r-~~ ~··~.-· - - .. ~ ·-·- --ten .t~c!n.e veme.nt A-E::J ·r; s , 1.nc lJ.u:t..r),"': Enr,.LJ..B lt eomp o. 1 t .. on "'o.r -, l.c.~n 
,.-~ ~- ---·- ~~ - . " 0 D.ll ·· ~ua ,_,cs, sc:.t.t"n(:<2; :· ~<,c:l ~J_. s :.udh:s Y 1.. f.t-!Y'!"!t.H-ltat; (;)~·t yea· und 
r..-ttvo.nced (4th y.:;;r:.J.I") :ru>:.:.Gher;.;at1cs .. 
.-
~-kn l)ls of i>. :~ ..;heP ~ e~1!:0:t ·.1;-; d.L/_:"(.:;;,~,• :tr .. i;h.<x• :. c -1' ". :• ::H~.;.:r.~::i 
f '< :~· e.dt.:LS~d n.. Jun:to···· Co11egea, Schv-::>:...s t' Nti.rsl.w,, f} rJhocL G.f l·t ... J.; 
anr.l l ;_ ·" , f.:t=K1 Dt:w ~ne::Hl ~ollegas n ·! 1 ha:>.re v:.;..ried 1·e~.p.1J. t ment;:: , 1 .. 
Hi.r;L S r:-'f·.l.ool d:!. plomt-1 ts u~ u lly r~qui.~·ea X' :e afira]_sn:ton > 'c h .. -=tt. B s-0h.o·.,.J.. .. 
"Li~'irc1!: ·i ::ro:.-1, s uch info:-:- rnat:lon as ,s-·Jidenee o.f e.'bi .:l.t u , per'•:dl'!1a:: • ·;:;· 
at ·.nr;, and th-a spec iJ:·t-~ l""eeommen:J.a tion f th '·1i ... ;h ;3~ho r.ll ·JL ·. ··; . ')a.l 
L . .•en.uir•ec1. 
;:~atu.x>all~/ , ttH3se s chool<:; are P-"· · ma'i:'J. J..Y :l.ntei' e ... tact :'.:n. p1 pils 
who 13.t t a. in ~ood schoin:1t1.c ratings in hlgh "~chooL 11:0..3 pupiJ .;·r· th 
- - .,.... -:1:• •:-.::-7 '3"'.'1' ::ji\' 01"" •• " 1 . ., .. . . poor marks usu.a.lly 1. i no.s ~t tn.J...r ·1cu .. t ti•) g.-n.n anrnLr;:~.on t; su.crr 
schoo·ts. Hel"e again, :~ t is l mp rt.J..!".d: ·".ye the P"P:tl ·~;~_, ;,-1e · e :::·rn"i.n-'.:; ::.L3 
ear -:I as possible wh1·:!\· soh ool he h op.e ·-3 1;o atten in :cd:-.n· t h i:: !: ~"3 
y select a pr·og:r•am o~· stFd'les to 'f!T'C'\1 i<k t.h~:: ~ DJW'<:if.'l' ~ ~-te -~' ~i t.l ..:.l'3. · .. 
tiona.l oac kgrou.nd t or- t-.d.v nc~::! s t'-td~,r.. 'fl!1e GlJ J. c1Lll.~B D-;p~ .. ·tm;::nt ,::., ~ . .t· 
p :r•ovide p up:l.ls and th~dr par•ents ';~:. tl'i r~! :;:co , 2 t.s. ·J1.eCI. :i. nf ,:;:tlmu:t 1 cJn 
ab 'Ut suc h schools 1 'p~;n reque <'~t . 
Prepara'iiol"'Y 8C 10 ) l,., su0 -~ t.;~ I·.,;.:.e tGr e.nd G .. ncar l h .adcmy 
":rlE.Y make special r e qu:Lrcments fo:::> alnriss-.fcn Tb.o f';::;v-;· !H.lp:1.:s l!ho 
plan to transfer t o su.~h p1~ paru-tory sc:r-::<)o: .a sb c,.u.ld nsr; ..... r·te1 l ; .hE~ 
pB.rticular requirement.~; and mak e tV:~.at;e'"'t': 1'' c.Pr···,:r~ ~: e~ ·~e nte r.j,r>·::; :·1e .!"s s -y· 
Acton Hir;h School tnke~ no l"espcnsib:'::i:'.~,~i i:or ;·tK:,et. inr: tl! : .,~.::ec~a1 
- ·-.. , ""--~- ~--J ..... .., ... ___._~ .~ .. ·.;:-. - - ................ --· ..... ~. : . - ... - -~~-- ....... ~ 
r·ecm il•ement s of suer: sc .. J.ools. ~·~-... -- -·· --·-
Pu pi ls who aJ:•e pl nning t. te r;1rin~1.te l.h·-"·1:£• fc-.. •r;l·\. . E./i<·,__·t\t_c_t 
wt th g r aduat i t')n frorr h .. gb s<.:~hool ~ .3 houlc1 y ~:~P t:h:i:! : .. :- p::?C':g.r•n:~~:;: 1 . .~. 
ace rda.nce wl th thE;~.r ,·lVer;~day needs ,. It 1 s -'~ mpc.:..·r.s. l'\i tl:~nt <}fl\~b. 
, r t ·Y +-"-a· ... ..-~ l1'~., mh~ .. ·7y,.;;:;-n--s~ --an~;~- · --"'ld-, ..... .. . ~..... "'; i .. ,.~ · J. · f ' -~ .... "* · -~ 1 pl ... _ J. a., u 1 . 1 ..... , .:. .. "' _ .. " .. K . •• - -·-~ .... tJ "· . 1.-· ·' .\.,e .r1 t. .:.10 ._ { A • .1· •: ; r.· .. ~---• 
of r eading, wr1ting 9 ma thema _cs ~ f.iOcial, ~iv· ell ~m'l. co~18U' <::t • jy:C·o .I.e-•..• 
Courses should not be se lected mere1~- b ·?0a.use they J2!' "Vide "-'h:.~ ~£~ssar_i ·credY£. :for: r:._~'::;i~l!:l~i~::·;-~ · "· ·~~ --~-·-- .. _ --"-·~ · ·-- - ·-----
The fou:t' -J:'ea . .> pror;rr.m of stu.di :-:Js out .:tne •]f :;-uch p nYi.1& 
s. ould include courses in. Industrial Lr·t:;s:) r.r:echo.nice.l .Lirn'..>':. /~,.,,. n ld 
IIome .Economics as well as the requ.:tred 0· urses i:r.. En.r~..t. i. h . f>c~ enne 
a d Social Studies . 
'£he wo rlc in these cour•s e s is made as pruc..;i al and mea1:ing.t'u.1 
for everyday li vine; as pos s ible.. Cl ass d " scus s lt'm~, visual f' lds, ~:r.!~. 
f l ld t.rips a re use d. extensively , as is the schoo..~. lib r"' . f r 
ref.;c.re. nce work in the preparation of repo.,..ts dealing w::.th . ·.ar1. Jty 
of voc-ations . 
TlL va rlous ·~ours "1 8 i L1.dustrL .l H;:--t.::, Mechi;n-:'.1!!1.:. Dx·uw nf;r 
· ~n.6. !Iume Lconomics are open to po .:1:~ ~~ an~'' :~ 1,!'1 
;0y. wnc. -'·>·r·e meeb.B.nlcall:.r 1n."'.l•:Cl ·'X\ <·n.(: ···~-Sll to ~ ;<,. .• 1'1~.. .. 
, ·~. ,:,·~ • 1 <'~l .. .:'!.~&··.::;r• t: 1 .;.. T e.rl.o ::c J,ool ~ r-t (_,,':"'.e ·Jf r1 e e ,..,-'J c:! ~(:~-
" · : .. ~\ :.;. ::1 ;~ -,~ ... , '>":'!.): t}.;r:: ·~-:~ ... ~·1. ~~·Z ; !Jt-.': --z _ ... :·'J !~"t_ ... _:::l <:\.:· :'·, .~: ?.J. -~ :··L:.~~--~ )~:J ....... " ··; :):~; 
: ~' ·:t ~ lf! ,!.j .J1 f~ (,'":l f.-: \lll'lO i·l:r·.· ~~.~) ~;l· .. t ·i ;f3'Ci -;_,:~· ~;1-J. '-:}::,.; ~ ~3 ·~x } c~:J.:l J.) t ! :-...~·'J' .. ~,:! c I .)}]v:}~t 
l'i:r.:.lJ)-·.'~:t::-1 ~- ~ ... c.;,J) t t!f:..n~ S.. :.~ :::; a .. l~3. corl·,~ ::1.~: ~:.o. (. {;c~ .:~ 11(J ..  v S\.ff! ;·::o~, ;ll(i ~~ i .• \.).::t c·i~J·J .. :t ~~'"Jtt . 
Beys des · ~:·it~-.:s t;o a·ttr.·H1.d B. 
~· vJ 1 • cat 1.. ( n b __ auk f'x•orQ t h1~ Dh"eo t rn~ 
A(.:c -pi:;a.. ce iepe 1ds on lihe w11nbe:r• of 
choo _ record of' the o.:pylican' 1 nnd 
the HJ.g_! S0hool Pl~i nci pel .. 
. •¥3.1~..... .3· ~ .. }t.i.C C' J~ ~;1'1.1.8 t ;J ~d ·~l2:c:~ :~ C .. 1.!. 
of -;-• e c.lchu; :~ of ttl':l 1• eJ:,c. i""s,. 
plaees avn l -. a~;l , t~J.e p· .:.•.rJ.cus 
t he l!rr:t.l.iten reccmn:-:"lnc.a.ti-w'J. o ... ' 
CUHRIGULUM RES Tr:rc·r-or\ ~ 
.... .... . ..,_....--~- ..... ----..-........ .. 
1.. To take the advs.r1ced y-ear of :::1ny l10r tir.u.:lns s ;,:;. ,J ,jc ·,, .. ueh ao 
English, Fol'"e i gn Lan.g1 ar;~es, lla'the .. !.at1.cs, e ..,o ~ jj tb.e p'lnil mu~t 
secure a final ma :r.'k of 11 Gn 'in t h<S pr• 1cedinr; , ..:-nrl'S \''\n:.·x ·:~.7: 1;tlll 
~~fJ:~c-t-:- ~--~ ~-~- - ~ ·- .... ~~-- -~ ·- ~· -ll · ·· - ~- ~ ··- • -
2. Pupils whose wor k the pPeviot~~ year i.r Ji:nr;.,: · sh ,_.1. \i·c;L~.lg•:;,_ :!.e ''!.J 
than 1'C 11 are advl~.;;;d not to t-::l;tempt .1h0 stucy -:>2' forei;r,n 
1Hnguage. Pupils who do s l t::ct e. f"oreif~l'l 1angv.ap:e mu.et; cun-
tlnue tbe~.r stu.dy of he suh~ec t :fen:.., <. t 1ea~d:; t-r.f yee.rs ·1 :l' 
th "'(- •it.'!'!.-, t '· J'i'~ ,.,... ,1~t ~:. -:., .. ,'1' .• ,,- -, ~;>- ., 1' -- ~lJ-::.. ? ···~ t~ . . . ... , ... . e ,l ~~ .:>H 0 ret.E. v 8 C·~ € , J. ·'·-l .. .t;;:.l.tf,V • .:l.(',e J. Q _ .... .. . l .. E.tO.:,d ·,;.fL _,·t;._ .... A~ 
•L Industrial A:c>,tJ~ ?:1-~ct'tnt:~.;;.a.l J;~~:awiug~, l'\;~ ds~ Gl~;;th•.:}:,rr, 'l :!ld 
Educa tion fo:t:• F'amily Ui.f'o fljiJ:f be ele.::. ·::;ed b;-1 't ·/ ·h :11.:rs :,-:t :l [~::...---::.~ 
5 A msrlc of 11 C11 {J'. h8 tte .:~ in A::.t::ob:t•c:, I H- :.~oq·llh•ed ·l"'o~· -: :}.1_,"3 <'0!- - ~ ·-, · ·- ~.N-
c.• Q ,, 
of £1a~ ~Ol'£!.~t!f1[ .t £S. -~leg.? .£b.l~}.2~ .. ' .2~ 2.~!.' !.~ ~·t·.~ ~ 
p, m.a:r•k of l ~ C ~~ o:t> o~ >- ie l"' in G ·,n.8:t'e.l Sc. i.:;!lC • 
eL.c t"' on of Bio - ogy ChernitJti "''';ii' o:t.:~ J.'h:y:::-:~. es •. 
factlltJ.es roay m:lw it neceds a.J:-y to B<':1lfJ.ot 
thos e Jho had the :-lighest; ranl:a1 -t n s:;: ie .. 1ce 
l. s l:-~; ... r .... :. .. :!o~ac1 :_:,) ~~ ·t;J::.,; 
'.r;;·'!.,:;: •. ·.mi..te•i 1 ~b(. 1"at,· ~·,, · 
s., ie~0t::l u .;~Ud··3 nt~1 fr•ot 
th.e ·or 8trious ''as.r ~ 
... . "' 
7 Students preparirl[:! for ..~i'berc.l Arts C~l1eges, 'Tlea .... hF· r~ G ·l~gss., 
and LJnlversi ties sklo d :prea en\j t~_e folluw :tn~ uub eel;._ ;(,-.r 
admiss i ong 
u "s . His tory 
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